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Webcast
The 2020 Commencement is being live webcast on YouTube.com/uwvideo.
ORDER OF EVENTS
SATURDAY, JUNE 13, 2020

Procession of Graduates and President's Party
“Fanfare for the Common Man” • Aaron Copland
Processional Medley

Opening of the 145th Commencement Exercises
Presentation of Colors by Joint ROTC Color Guard

National Anthem
Francis Scott Key
Singing led by students from the School of Music:
Keoni Dilay, Sarah Fantappiè, Madeline Ile, Eric Jeffords, Sylvia Jones, Nicholas Klein, Mengshi Lin,
Alexander Nguyen, Vivianna Oh, Will Schlott, Ariona Thompson, Jared White

Welcome and Introductions
University Marshal • Associate Professor Joseph Janes

Presentation of Faculty Awards
Provost Mark A. Richards

Presentation of the President's Medals
President Ana Mari Cauce

Presentation of Chancellor's Medals
Chancellor Bjong Wolf Yeigh, University of Washington Bothell
Chancellor Mark A. Pagano, University of Washington Tacoma

Student Government Presidents
Giuliana Conti, GPSS • Kelty Pierce, ASUW

Commencement Address
President Ana Mari Cauce

Conferring of Degrees
Candidates presented by the various Deans* and Chancellors
Degrees conferred by Joel Benoliel, Chair, Board of Regents

“Rise Up With Pride For Washington”
Singing led by students from the School of Music

Recessional
“Suite in E♭ (mvt. 3)” • Gustav Holst
**Order of Conferring Degrees**

**Professional and Doctoral Degrees:**
Candidates for medical degrees will be presented by Associate Dean Sara Kim.
Candidates for dental degrees will be presented by Dean Gary T. Chiodo.
Candidates for juris doctor degrees will be presented by Toni Rembe Dean Mario L. Barnes.
Candidates for doctor of pharmacy degrees will be presented by Dean Sean D. Sullivan.
Candidates for doctoral degrees will be presented by Dean of the Graduate School, Joy Williamson-Lott.

**Master's Degrees:**
Candidates for master's degrees will be presented by Dean of the Graduate School, Joy Williamson-Lott, and Interim Dean of the Evans School of Public Policy and Governance, Alison Cullen.

**Baccalaureate Degrees:**
Candidates from the College of Arts & Sciences will be presented by Dean Robert C. Stacey.
Candidates from the College of Education will be presented by Dean Mia Tuan.
Candidates from the College of Engineering will be presented by Frank & Julie Jungers Dean Nancy Allbritton.
Candidates from the College of the Environment will be presented by Dean Lisa J. Graumlich.
Candidates from The Information School will be presented by Dean Anind K. Dey.
Candidates from the Michael G. Foster School of Business will be presented by Orin & Janet Smith Dean Frank Hodge.
Candidates from the School of Nursing will be presented by Robert G. & Jean A. Reid Endowed Dean Azita Emami.
Candidates from the School of Medicine will be presented by Associate Dean Sara Kim.
Candidates from the College of Built Environments will be presented by Dean Renée Cheng.
Candidates from the School of Social Work will be presented by Ballmer Endowed Dean Edwina Uehara.
Candidates from the School of Public Health will be presented by Dean Hilary Godwin.
Candidates from the University of Washington Bothell will be presented by Chancellor Bjong Wolf Yeigh.
Candidates from the University of Washington Tacoma will be presented by Chancellor Mark A. Pagano.

**The Gonfalons**
Gonfalons are the banners suspended on crossbars that herald the entrance of each of the University's sixteen schools and colleges. The word derives from 12th century Florence, Italy, where each district had its own unique banner, or gonfalon. The gonfalons became symbols of state and were carried in processions by a chief magistrate or other elected official. Outstanding students are awarded the honor of carrying their school's gonfalon and leading their fellow graduates into the stadium. Our gonfalonieres this year are:

Lila Faulhaber, College of Arts & Sciences
Taylor Victoria Halverson, College of Arts & Sciences
Kathalina Rose Hoffman, College of Arts & Sciences
Feiyang Liu, College of Arts & Sciences
DISHawn Newell, College of Arts & Sciences
Calvin Paulson, College of Arts & Sciences
Andres Flores, College of Built Environments
Andrew Thomas Chin, College of the Environment
Tiffany Do, School of Dentistry
Dalya Perez, College of Education
Tushar Khurana, College of Engineering
Kimberly Ruth, College of Engineering
Danny P. Bui, Foster School of Business
Timothy Emmanuel Brown, Graduate School
Dantzel Cenatiempo, Graduate School
Brian J. Evans, Graduate School
Tasha Lin, Graduate School
Autumn Derr, Information School
Hayley Younghusband, Information School
Zola Valashiya, School of Law
Faridah Abdullah, School of Medicine
Kristen Trivelli, School of Nursing
Marissa Robin Craig, School of Pharmacy
Esther My Nguyen, School of Public Health
Jenny Keiko Six, Evans School of Public Policy and Governance
Amber Barcel, School of Social Work
David Socha, Associate Professor of Computing and Software Systems, UW Bothell
Marian Harris, Professor of Social Work and Criminal Justice, UW Tacoma
2020 Commencement

The University of Washington, on the occasion of its one hundred forty-fifth commencement, cordially welcomes all those who have come to join in ceremonies honoring the members of the graduating class of 2020.

The University, which was founded in 1861, has grown from modest beginnings in a wilderness society to become one of the world’s preeminent research institutions. The more than 479,000 alumni and alumnae who have earned degrees at the University of Washington both reflect and extend its reputation as a global center of innovation and learning, a place where passion for discovery and a deep sense of social equity inspire the development of new knowledge for the common good.

Undergraduate education lies at the core of the University’s mission, with sixty-eight percent of all students enrolled as undergraduates. At the same time, the University’s exceptional faculty and facilities, the integration of advanced research and undergraduate teaching, and the availability of individualized and interdisciplinary programs, mean that graduates complete their baccalaureates not only with a firm academic foundation, but frequently with notable achievements in their chosen fields.

In graduate and professional education, a renowned faculty of scholars, researchers, artists, and visionaries is educating the next generation of doctors, lawyers, scientists, engineers, teachers, and skilled professionals. University faculty and students often work collaboratively with our region’s acclaimed computer science, biotechnology, and aerospace industries to design and create a wide range of innovative technologies for the 21st century. Indeed, the University itself is an engine of economic growth, generating $15.7 billion annually in the state of Washington in terms of direct, indirect and induced economic impact. In the most recent Reuters ranking of world universities on innovation, UW was ranked No. 5 overall and retained its position as the most innovative public university in the world.

Those who graduate today will take their place among society’s foremost leaders in science and the arts, education, business, law, health care, and public service, enriching the cultural vitality and well-being of peoples around the world.

To the members of the class of 2020, the University extends its sincere congratulations. Their accomplishment is one in which the University takes deepest pride.

The Mace and the Medallion

University of Washington ceremonial occasions begin with the entrance of the University Mace, carried by Joseph Janes, associate professor in The Information School and University Marshal. A mace was originally a weapon used by mounted knights for self-protection. It since has become a symbol of authority indicating that the proceedings to follow have official sanction.

The University Mace bears the inscription: “Presented to the University on the occasion of its Centennial by the University of Washington Alumni Association, 1961.” Its triangular headpiece is topped by a silver reproduction of Drumheller Fountain. The three sides bear engravings of the University seal, Denny Hall (the first building on the present campus), and the original University building on the Territorial campus.

The tradition of the president’s seal medallion began in 1958, when Dr. Charles E. Odegaard was inaugurated as the University’s twenty-fourth president. The seal medallion is worn by the President at official ceremonies, such as commencement.

On one side is the University seal with a facsimile of the four columns from the original territorial University building and the University Motto, Lux Sit, meaning “let there be light.” On the other side are the words, “Seal of the President of the University.”
The academic dress worn by scholars originated in the Middle Ages. When European universities were taking form in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the scholars usually were clerics as well, and they adopted garb similar to that of their monastic orders. Buildings were cold and drafty, so caps and warm, floor-length capes with hoods were necessities. As the control of education passed from the churches, the garb was modified in various ways, and there was great diversity in color and style of cap, gown, and hood worn at the different institutions. The custom of wearing academic dress was brought to America in colonial times, but it was not until 1895 that a standardized code of academic dress was established and followed by most colleges and universities in the United States.

Both cap and gown are symbols. According to legend, the privilege of wearing a cap was the initial right of a freed Roman slave. The academic cap, therefore, has become a sign of the freedom of scholarship. The flowing gown has become symbolic of the democracy of scholarship, for it covers clothing that could indicate rank or social stratum. At the University of Washington, the bachelor's and master's gowns are black. The matching Oxford cap, or mortarboard, has a long tassel fastened to the middle of the top. The tassel is worn pendant over the left side of the cap. The colors of the tassels or hoods are distinctive of the candidate's school or college.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Arts and Sciences</th>
<th>School of Forest Resources</th>
<th>School of Dentistry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Arts White</td>
<td>Russet</td>
<td>Lilac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Design Brown</td>
<td>School of Marine Affairs</td>
<td>School of Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Fine Arts Brown</td>
<td>Golden Yellow</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Music Pink</td>
<td>School of Oceanography</td>
<td>School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science Golden Yellow</td>
<td>Golden Yellow</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Built Environments</td>
<td>Evans School of Public Policy and Governance</td>
<td>School of Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Violet</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Education</td>
<td>Foster School of Business</td>
<td>School of Pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Blue</td>
<td>Royal Blue</td>
<td>Olive Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Engineering</td>
<td>Graduate School</td>
<td>School of Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Doctoral degrees – Gold</td>
<td>Salmon Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of the Environment</td>
<td>Master's degrees – Black</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Yellow</td>
<td>Information School</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Aquatic Fishery &amp; Sciences</td>
<td>Lemon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The doctoral gown at the University of Washington is purple with velvet facing and three bars of velvet on the sleeves. Doctoral degree candidates in Medicine, Law, Dentistry and Pharmacy wear the black professional doctoral gown with black chevrons on the sleeves. Advanced degree (doctoral and master's degree) candidates also wear the academic hood, the traditional garment that signifies high scholarly attainment. The colors of the master's and professional degree hoods are distinctive of the candidate's degree earned. The doctoral hood of bright satin purple and gold reflects the colors of the University of Washington.

Graduates enter the stadium and are presented for degree conferral according to the founding order of the schools and colleges.

The schools and colleges awarding degrees were established in: College of Arts and Sciences, 1861; College of Education, 1878; School of Pharmacy, 1894; School of Law, 1899; College of Engineering, 1901; College of the Environment, 2009 (College of Forest Resources, 1907, School of Fisheries, 1919); Graduate School, 1911; The Information School, 2001 (Graduate School of Library and Information Science, 1911); Foster School of Business, 1914; School of Nursing, 1945; School of Dentistry, 1946; School of Medicine, 1946; College of Built Environments, 2009 (College of Architecture and Urban Planning, 1957); School of Social Work, 1958; Evans School of Public Policy and Governance, 2000 (Graduate School of Public Affairs, 1962); School of Public Health, 1970.
Teaching Awards

Five University of Washington professors are winners of the University of Washington Distinguished Teaching Award for 2020. They are Xiaosong Li, Harry & Catherine Jaynne Boand Endowed Professor of Chemistry, Ali Rowhani-Rahbar, associate professor of epidemiology, Karin D. Martin, assistant professor in public policy and governance, Ian Schnee, senior lecturer in philosophy, Alyssa Taylor, senior lecturer in bioengineering.

Two graduate students with teaching responsibilities receive the Excellence in Teaching Award for 2020. They are Charles C. Lanfear, graduate staff assistant in sociology, and Vern Harner, doctoral candidate in social welfare.

The recipient of the Marsha L. Landolt Distinguished Graduate Mentor Award is Manka Varghese, Professor, College of Education.
**President’s Medalists**

The President’s Medal is presented annually by the University of Washington president to graduating seniors on all three campuses who have achieved the most distinguished academic records in their class. On the Seattle campus, one medal is given to a student who has completed at least three-fourths of his or her degree requirements at the University of Washington. The other is given to a student who entered the University with at least 60 transfer credits from a Washington community college.

In addition, a President’s medal is awarded to an outstanding senior on each of the Bothell and Tacoma campuses.

This year’s medalists on the Seattle campus are Fa’amu Kaimana of Seattle, Washington, who is graduating *summa cum laude* with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Sociology; Anthropology: Medical Anthropology and Global Health, and Savannah Claire Cassis, who is graduating *summa cum laude* with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Psychology.

The President’s medalist on the Bothell Campus is Casey Cummins, who is graduating with Faculty Honors and a Bachelor of Arts degree in Health Studies. On the Tacoma campus, the President’s medal was awarded to Brooke Nicole Carlaw, who is graduating *summa cum laude* with a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology.

**Chancellor’s Medalists**

The Chancellor’s Medal award recognizes those who have been a consistent source of inspiration for faculty and fellow students alike, and have overcome significant obstacles or endured major burdens in order to complete their studies. At UW Bothell the award may be presented to an undergraduate, graduate, or a student earning a post baccalaureate degree or completing a certificate program. At UW Tacoma the medal is awarded to a student receiving an undergraduate degree.

**UW Bothell**

This year’s Chancellor’s Medalists from the University of Washington Bothell are:

Midia De Souza, who is graduating with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Law, Economics & Public Policy and a Bachelor of Arts degree in Media & Communications Studies.

Yasmin Guzman, who is graduating with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Health Studies.

**UW Tacoma**

The Chancellor’s Medal for UW Tacoma was awarded to Brooke Leticia Y. Romo Bueno, who is graduating with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Criminal Justice.
UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION

BOARD OF REGENTS
Joel Benoliel, Chair
Rogelio Riojas, Vice Chair
William S. Ayer
Joanne R. Harrell
Jeremy Jaech
Libby G. MacPhee
Dr. Constance W. Rice
Daniela H. Suarez, Student regent 2019-2020
Blaine Tamaki
David Zeeck
Tyler Lange, Secretary
Shelley Tennant, Assistant Secretary

DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
BOARD OF REGENTS
Joseph Janes, Chair, Faculty Senate
Giuliana Conti, President, Graduate and Professional Student Senate
Kelty Pierce, President, Associated Students University of Washington
Agartha (Aggie) Clark, President, Alumni Association
Shugla Kakar, President, Associated Students University of Washington Bothell
Vincent Da, Associated Students University of Washington Tacoma

OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
Ana Mari Cauce, President
Mark A. Richards, Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
Lou Cariello, Vice President for UW Facilities
Mary Gresch, Vice President for Communications and Chief Marketing Officer
Ric L. Hall, Vice President for Minority Affairs and Vice Provost for Diversity, University Diversity Officer
Randy Hodgins, Vice President for External Affairs, Vice President for Innovation Strategy
Mindy Kornberg, Vice President for Human Resources
Brian McCartan, Vice President for UW Finance
Aaron Powell, Vice President for UW Information Technology and Chief Information Officer
Paul G. Ramsey, CEO, UW Medicine, Executive Vice President for Medical Affairs
Denzil J. Suite, Vice President for Student Life
Francois Baneyx, Vice Provost for Innovation
Roy Branon, Vice Provost for UW Continuum College
Cheryl A. Cameron, Vice Provost for Academic Personnel
Sarah Norris Hall, Vice Provost for Planning & Budgeting
Mary Lidstrom, Vice Provost for Research
Philip J. Reid, Vice Provost for Academic and Student Affairs
Jeffrey M. Riedinger, Vice Provost for Global Affairs

DEANS AND CHANCELLORS
Nancy Allbritton, Frank & Julie Jungers Dean, College of Engineering
Mario L. Barnes, Toni Rembe Dean, School of Law
Renée Cheng, Dean, College of Built Environments
Gary T. Chiodo, Dean, School of Dentistry
Alison Cullen, Interim Dean, Evans School of Public Policy and Governance
Anind K. Dey, Dean, The Information School
Azita Emami, Robert G. & Jean A. Reid Endowed Dean, School of Nursing
Hilary Godwin, Dean, School of Public Health
Lisa Graumlich, Dean, College of the Environment
Paul G. Ramsey, CEO, UW Medicine, Executive Vice President for Medical Affairs
Denzil J. Suite, Vice President for Student Life
Francois Baneyx, Vice Provost for Innovation
Roy Branon, Vice Provost for UW Continuum College
Cheryl A. Cameron, Vice Provost for Academic Personnel
Sarah Norris Hall, Vice Provost for Planning & Budgeting
Mary Lidstrom, Vice Provost for Research
Philip J. Reid, Vice Provost for Academic and Student Affairs
Jeffrey M. Riedinger, Vice Provost for Global Affairs

OFFICERS OF FACULTY SENATE
Joseph Janes, Chair

SECRETARY OF THE FACULTY
Mike Townsend
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
*Paula Andrea Anquez Duarte
*David August Arnold
*Neil Emily Baugham
*Madelene Darlene Bonner
*Rachel Lee Bristell
*Madison Rose Bristol
*Andrew J. Cappare
*Savanah Claire Cassis
*Brian David Chan
*Katie Yoon Jei Chan
*Michael Hule Chan
*Ethan Cameron Chau
*Zohri Takeda Fox Coopman Young
*Chana Nicole Corning
*Elaine Curry
*Eden Grace Daus
*Griffin Richard Dugan
*Olivia Ettl
*Sophie Margret Feathers
*Isabella C. Forcino
*Jesie Joanne Gannon
*Ricardo Gately
*Jessica Ann Graham
*Olivia Ettl
*Griffin Richard Dugan
*Eden Grace Daus
*Elaine Currie
*Chiana Nicole Corning
*Ethan Cameron Chau
*Michael Huie Chan
*Andrew J. Callipare
*David August Arnold
*Paula Andrea Araque Duarte
*Zachary Martin Sand

Baccalaureate Honors are based on the University of Washington scholastic record of each degree candidate. For members of the graduating class of 2020, the distinction of summa cum laude represents the top one-half of one percent (.5%) of the graduating students, magna cum laude the next three percent (3.0%) and cum laude the next six and one-half percent (6.5%). These honors are awarded to those who have completed not less than 90 credits at this institution. A single gold cord is worn by graduates who have earned these honors.

A baccalaureate honors designation for a June candidate is considered tentative and is dependent upon the student satisfactorily completing the spring quarter. June candidates are signified by an asterisk.

ANNOUNCED

Baccalaureate Honors

SAMUAL CUM LAUDE
*Jessica Yeobin Bae
*Jagteshwar Singh Bans
*Cathy R. Bailey
*Nicol Robert Baker
*Amy Brown
*Amelia Helen Bartlett
*Melissa Marie Bean
*Victor Becerril
*Amy Judith Belhar
*Reilly Andrew Belten
*Christina R. Beniter
*Thomas Bruce Bernardi
*Landon D. Bevier
*Alyia S. Bhatt
*Sophia Lee Bidinger
*Kyla Renee Bivens
*Avery Nicole Boone
*Julie Bozowna
*Katherine Therese Bourgeois
*Kyran A. Brichtou
*Travis Jeffrey Bright
*Madison Rose Bristol
*Jordan Leonor Charles Brown
*Sophia Yuki Bruno
*Pavel Roman Bullock
*Danielle Jean Burmark
*Gavin Cai
*Devon Carbone
*Daneel Cava
*Jacheng Chen
*Li-Wen Chen
*Yile Chen
*Zetian Chen
*Zongqian Chen
*Yong Han-Hank Cheng
*Lesia Joy-Ovianu
*Ryan Philip Chiou
*Irynh Chuo
*Andrew Uchton Chui
*Joehngyun Choi
*Samaa Shao-Shen Chou
*Margarita A. Clewes
*Dewyn Sandtave Leaves Cove
*Salomina Morgen Commons
*Madelene Diane Cook
*Lea Rene Cooper
*Sarah Suzanne Cooper
*Sasha Brenee Cordier
*Cee Alice Cornel
*Anna M. Craig
*Salana Alondra Cruz-Rodriguez
*Jeffrey Zhang Da
*Brian Syuan Dai
*Kyleen C. Dealby
*Daniel John Damrito
*Rhiannnah Deschner
*Michael Jeffrey Dinh
*Christina Marie Doty
*Elizabeth Calvillo Duena
*Kaitlyn Jonathan Durkee
*Mitchell Andrew Elyek
*Izazhi Elles
*Coleman Reid Entringer
*Sara Jane Evans
*Anthony Dawn Faubert
*Lisa Diana Faulhaber
*Peng Fai
*Natalie Finnity Fetsch
*Rebecca Leigh Fenske
*Stephanie Maria Ford
*Corrida Jane Franklin
*Olive D. Franklin
*Laura Xiao Lan Freeman
*Molin Frederick
*Troy Vincent Friedman
*Kate Marie Fritz
*Nicolle Kimiko Fukuda
*Tara Lynn Gainer
*Isabella Alexandra Garcia
*Jay Richard Gilibe
*Lili Marleen Glbook
*Forest Thomas Golc
*Dana Celina Gordon
*Jonathan J. Gort
*Katie Anne Grant
*John Graves
*Riley Vanessa Guerrero
*Susannah Beth Haley
*Anastasia Callista Halim
*Andrew Ray Hall
*Rosin L. Halley
*Kevin Nathaniel Hamonangan
*Dabin Han
*Zhe Han
*Sarah Mariah Han
*Sven A. Hansen
*Katie Lee Heathers
*Aubra Julia Hellman
*Thomas John Herrmann
*Amber Laiana Hickman
*Heyley Jan Ho
*Teagan Patrick Hornak
*Steven Chang Hsieh
*David Mark Hsu
*Rian Hu
*Maria Ilac
*Audrey Louise Immel
*Frances Victoria Ingrid Gale
*Lili Anna Italiane
*Sharon Jane
*Sydney A. Janeway
*Lousa Jansen
*Soikeza Jepson
*Bradley Joshua Jerald
*Kushal Jhinjunwalwa
*Richard Jiao
*Xuanyang Jiang
*Cassandra Elizabeth Job
*Benjamin Porter Jones
*Kathryn Mason Karcher
*Sarah Rachel Katsenelson
*Alpaca Mir Kim
*Merideth Kerry
*Chaneum Kottevoraowong
*Hu Jie Koh
*Julia Megan Koh
*Andrea Marie Kooser
*Patrisha Kosakanchit
*Smarn Kote
*Nikita Kovalatos
*Carter Ralph Kraus
*Haisong Ling
*Sophia Yuen-Arn Lan
*Richard Loo
*Jiyong Lee
*Khanh Lee
*Chad Michael Lenawick Roberts
*Grace Evelyn Levy
*Sarina Lewis
*Xiaohan Li
*Xuan Li
*Jonathan L. Librando
*Taylor Ann Lindbeck
*Megan Sabrina Lickhalter
*Sojung Lim
*Xu Kang Lin
*Alexia Lin
*Angelina Danya Lin
*Samantha Lin
*William Dale Lin
*Delaney Nicole Lindahl
*Diego Andreas Lingad

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
*Michael Aber
*Kanna Abranuch
*Ava B. Alves
*Rakan Jumran M. Ayani
*Evan Matthew Anderson
*Marya Vasthina Apostolovska
*Matis Alexander Armanasu
*Andrew James Askawia
*Michele Arne Asencio
*Jahi Rene Alias
*Sabreena Astral Awad
*Walker Azar

Chutrong Liu
*Feiyang Liu
*Kyesun Liu
*Yin Liu
*Zhuoheng Liu
*Ruiqiao Long
*Iaacub Burton Love
*Ryan Nelson Lovinger
*Susan Liu
*Wexuan Liu
*Wenlong Liu
*Benjamin Riley Magruder
*Maddie P. Mahe
*Aurang Mantralis
*Forrest Mayvaus
*Charles David Mcbride
*Anna Kayla McGinnis
*Thomas Stephen McIlwain
*Eriko Sei Durly McNichol
*Sarah Anne McKay
*Ellie Hartnett Mcnulty
*Elly Shin-Ae McMillan
*Andrew John Melkonian
*Daniel Chen Merken
*Maddison Lou Meuler
*Yannyun Mao
*Travis John Miller
*Connor James Moen
*Aniyah Mohammed
*Taylor John Moreno
*Nicole Mikaela Morrison
*Kathleen Elyse Mostoller
*Kristina Karinova Mouatof
*Anneke Edith Mulders
*Benjamin Esplago Munoz
*Jacobi Kenneth Murphy
*Jenny Marie Nastan
*Izumi Tiara Nance
*Claire Natasha Na
*Ethen Hui Xin Ng
*Akira N. Nguyen
*Kevin Andrew Nguyen
*Lauren Brittany Nguyen
*Sharon T. Nguyen
*Shining Nie
*Claudia Notor
*Daniel Dennis O’Connell
*Caleb J. Olson
*Katrina Suzanne Olson
*Anna Rachel Onstad-Hargrave
*Sophie Noelle Ossorio
*William Chung Palmer
*Rivkah Leah Parent
*Calvin Scott Paulson
*Jonathan Bryce Perr
*Alexander David Peterson
*Emma Rose Peterson
*Khang Vinh Pham
*Ryan Preston
*Aubrey Diane Phillips
*Kahana Reily Kalakera Petsch
*Joshua Maxwell Pollock
*Renata Popov
*Nicholas J. Porter
*Aniruddh Prakash
*Sherry Prawow
*Jenah F. Qian
*Yucheng Qin
*Dabao Qin
*Wyson Won Kim Redden
*Teresa Maria Reddern
*Mina Redy
*Sarah Elizabeth Renheart
*Zaria Rios
*T.J. Ridpley
*Toria May Rokahn
*Jordan Donald Russell
Baccalaureate Honors

Andrey Rajabov
Ireland Scheer
Luke Walter Schieffke
Emma Jewell Scher
Heather Nicole Schronce
Nicole Kathryn Selzman
Samantha Rose Shaffer
Ava Sharoff
Daria Sharron
Rebecca Joy Speight
Kevin Shen
Kenneth Sun-Ship Shih
Emma Gwensdon Shipman
Madison Cheyenne Shorter
Samantha Joen Shvee
Jaspreet Kaur Sidhu
Joseph P. Silvers
Reneic Benjamin Sloan
Madison Amanda Smitarich
Kalei Spink
Lauren Kay Stafford
Brennan Stein
Julia Katharine Stromatt
Tong Yu
Sarabina Suen
Preeti Sulgiwkar
Isaac Masachi Taguchi
Keri Taktorn
Emily K. Tao
Abigail Taylor
Haley Evelyn Taylor-Manning
Benjamin Tejedoino
Benjamin Terry
Iris Aurora Thatcher
Kaelyn Savannah Theede
Lillian Hope Thiel
Kyle W. Tolson
Peter Francis Tracy
Binh Ga Truong
Elisa Truong
Jainul Naeemur Rahman Vagashe
Natalie Marie Vanderwater
Marcos Vieyra
Elhan Avin Yo
Then Kim Monica Yo
Allison Michelle Wagner
Jasmine Kork Walker
Stephanie O. Wan
Fanchong Wang
Hui-Chao Wang
Tian Wang
William Wang
Xinyi Wang
Zhiyuan Wang
Kyle Joseph Watrous
Elizabeth Jane Watson
Emma J. Weeks
Dikai Wei
Raccueil Augusta West
Ethen Whattam
Laura Whitten
Mikaela Lee Whitt
Robert George Williams
Benjamin Toshio Williamson
Lucas J. Woo
Pie Lin Wu
Boi Xiang
Alvin Xu
Zhehuan Yan
Toshiro Katsuo Yanai
Clara Bailey Yardley
Huatem Ten Yaeger
Yue Yu
Maria L. Zamos
Julie Yu Zhang
Xiaoying Zhang
Zhayhao Zhang
Lucy Zhao
Michael Zhao
Zihan Zhong
Rita Zhong
Lucy Zhao
Michael Zhao
Zihan Zhong

CUM LAUDE

*Elizabeth Abel
*Oskar A. Alcain
*Gabriel Eliot Adler
*Kim A.
*Meltam Nihat Aldeniz
*Jordan Lyn Ales
*Al Shuai Alfeit
*Zaineb Alhassan
*Marco Domen Animatelli
*Emily E. Andersen
*Gage William Anderson
*Kerl Bogan Anderson
*Maren Alexika Anderson
*Brian P. Andrew
*Eshin Ang
*Geaam Anjum
*Emily Junnie Aoki Yamashita
*Conner Reid Arndt
*Adela Augsburger
*Kyle Jigish Avalani
*Shannon Kathryn Baack
*Elizabeth Bacon
*Armanda Bai
*Zhi Bai
*vFro Bi
*Kyung Bi
*Ryder Ignatius Balabonski
*Lorenz Banemann
*Ryan N. Barbee
*Isabella Anna Barbee
*Anthea Helen Bartlett
*Chairs Renee Baty
*Lusia Bayovna Otaro
*Sara Reanne Beak
*Tova Samantha Beek
*Tokio Behainna
*Jenna Frances Bellavia
*Max Harrision Le Bezier
*John Michael Gummegey Bernadite
*Madeline Monique Bennett
*Robert W. Bennett
*Julie Rose Bergstrand
*Briang Danas Bester
*Arumytha Bhatnaria
*William Enzo Bigelow
*Audrey Lyn Black
*Andrei Edward Blundt, Jr.
*Taylor Mark Blu
*Kece Daniel Bonner
*Ryan Grace Borden
*Emma Elizabeth Bosch
*Carolyn Rebecca Brauer
*Claire Eleanor Bratley
*Grace C. Brendle
*Anna R. Bridgen
*Kira Nicole Brirft
*Ryan Kathryn Brown
*Whitney M. Buell
*Miranda Rae Bumstead
*Emma Rachel Bumstead
*Madeleine Lorraine Caring
*Shauntay Chaitra Chan
*Alexis Bailey Chardon
*Keung Ha Ching
*Trenton J. Chau
*Keuning Chen
*Emma Pen-Ju Chen
*Wenjun Chen
*Xinyue Chen
*Chienwei Chen
*Edward Carson Cheng
*Andrew Thomas Anthony Chin
*Celine Cho
*Theeraphol Chiyanantana
*Yeojin Cho
*Nathan Zijun Chong
*Evam Yee-Fung Choy
*Yi-Hua Chu
*Wei Qian Chua
*Tzu-Hsin Chuang
*Kwun Chuang
*Ryan Joseph Clark
*Justin Thomas Clayton
*Monica Jacqueline Cohen
*Audrey Marie Conrad
*Jackson Thomas Cooper
*Philip Sean Cramer
*Anastasia Faith Crosier
*A saves Cruz
*Jing Rong Dang
*Lilian Dang
*Ryan Dang
*Nora Diao De Folie
*Lucciano De La Iglesia
*Hunter M. Dean
*Katherine Decaro
*Sloane de Duvegueman
*Chaoqian Deng
*Autumn Elise Dier
*Brian Conor Desmond
*Chemi Di
*Melissa Tamar Diamond
*Jenny Guting Diaz
*Claire Louise Dobker
*Jacqueline Elizabeth Dodg
*Megan Maria Dolan
*Byron Doodyjano Jr.
*Anne Ove Dubiner
*Nolan Burgmeier Ducworth
*Danielle Leigh Durbin
*Kara Makana Eagnins
*Enzo Ari Ake Eaton
*Alana Catherine Edmondson
*Yasmeen Harry Eldory
*Jennifer C. Erm
*Gabriel Gillespie Epstein
*Mitchell Elisha Estberg
*Ashley Elizabeth Evanson
*Chenyang Fang
*Audrey Jean Fanning
*Paola Alba Farhah
*Sean Joseph Farley
*Samantha Renee Farley
*Kimberly Megan Fann
*Katelyn Ashlee Fenton
*Connor Davis Finley
*Nathan Bryant Fischer
*Emily Rose Flanagan
*Patrick Robert Fleischer
*Brandon A. Fok
*Marie Louise Framingham
*Samantha Nicole Friedman
*Kasey James French
*Meghan Elizabeth Frisch
*Kathryn J. Fritz
*Daniele W. Fung
*Torahoto A. Gao
*Yichang Gao
*Xiang Gao
*Mark Kevin Garcia
*Shannan Gatta
*Riley Jay Gernondunon
*Jonathan Andrew Gillam
*Jollene Calista Gilbey
*Yael Goldin
*Kyle Joseph Goodwin
*Abigail Marie Grass
*Juan Granados Borreguero
*Brick Grossby
*Rachel Mollie Greenwood
*Peter Lewis Grosjean
*Mark Yuchen Guan
*Keaton Guerdian
*Eric F. Guo
*Erica Jingle Guo
*Brendan Bryan Gump
*Alban Thomas Hahn
*Sean Matthew Haldemian
*David Patrick Hailes
*Elisa Romero Harrison
*Seong Hwan Han
*Mitchell Ryan Han
*Samuel Gedde Hanssen
*Katelyn Austin Crowley Harper
*Catherine Hartono
*Abigail Harward
*Stella Baker Haynes Keihan
*Yasmeen Hejazi
*Sara Miklosia Helle
*Jose Octavio Hernandez Rojas
*Anika Naima Hidayat
*Tanmy Ho
*Bretteny Holm
*Ann Hong
*Lilian Hori
*Sara Hong
*Shirin Hori
*Max David Hoofnagle
*Noah C. Hoppis
*Lilly Hope Thiel
*Michael Brandon Hore
*Elizabeth Jean Horton
*Jaden J. Hsiao
*Lily Hui
*Jung Hui
*Gina H. Huy
*Simon Hu
*Devin Kawela Kazuaki Ide
*Jiachun Ii
*Yan Tsi Ior
*Tanya Isorakura
*Owen Gates Ishi
*Gabrielle Minje Jackson
*Taylor James Jackson
*Luka Kvatrandand Jackadeesak
*Julia Bridget Jansen
*Bennett Michael Janis
*Samantha Joen Shvee
*Manisha Jha
*Jahangir Jil
*Jennifer Jin
*Mingyu Jin
*Lori H Ann Johnson
*Rachel Elizabeth Johnson
*Sagik Jiw
*Caroline Lucille Jones
*Kenneth Daniel Jones
*Laura Hikosasa
*Khadjiah Yasen Jordan
*Anaya Joshi
*Graci Jo
*Mason Daniel Kamb
*Danae Robinson Kammez
*Thomas Kanogaciu
*Amer Amnon Kamranbakhsh
*Wylie Fu Xing Kao
*Lauren K. Keatstrup
*Mackenzie Keenan
*Rachael Frances Kirkpatrick
*Jason Wayne Kiesinger
*Joe Klemencic
*Eileen H. Koo
*Caroline Kondor
*Florian Robert Krupowicz
*Spencer Evan Taros Kubo
*Hannah A. Kulkarni
*Lewis Stark
*Alex Victor Kung
*Eun Hye Kim
*William S. Kim
*Alicia Grace King
*Rachel Frances Kirkpatrick
*Jason Wayne Kiesinger
*Joe Klemencic
*Eileen H. Koo
*Caroline Kondor
*Florian Robert Krupowicz
*Spencer Evan Taros Kubo
*Hannah A. Kulkarni
*Brett Stark
*Emily Kung
*Pearl Lam
*Lil Li
*Qian Li
*Qian Lan
*Olivia Grace Lang
*Kelly Maryka Langeslay
*Jennifer Vo Le
*Castieth Rainham Lebeau
*Artisa K. Lee
*Mitchell Lowe
*Hayou Lui
*Sarah V. Lenza
*Ashley Lewis
*Bingyu Li
*Marek Lorraine Li
*Ruming Li
*Tian Li
*Xue Li
*Yiming Li
*Yong Liu
*Wenhao Liang
*Wei Liang
*Emma Tracey Lii
*Jing Je Li
*Sub Petia Lin
*Shirin Hui
*Zhihui Liu
*Annachi J. Limeron
*Juxin Liu
*Karen Shinwei Liu
*Shouzi Liu
*Yiin Liu
*Zeyu Liu
*Elise Lifeted
*Ethian Jeffrey Lockhart
*Taasak Burton Love
*Neena Momoko Rang Fong Lowe
*Jingjing Liu
*Weibo Lu
*Xinan Lu
*Kunhong Luo
*Cindy Luong
*Hongtao Luo
PROFESSIONAL DEGREES

Following is a list of individuals granted professional degrees in Summer 2019.

**SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY**
Candidates will be presented by
Dean Gary T. Chiodo

**DOCTOR OF DENTAL SURGERY**
Niecole Monisha Coder
Meeae Hong

**SCHOOL OF LAW**
Candidates will be presented by
Toni Rembe Dean Mario L. Barnes

**JURIS DOCTOR**
Mckeezi Taylor Barranza

Following is a list of individuals granted professional degrees in Autumn 2019.

**SCHOOL OF LAW**
Candidates will be presented by
Toni Rembe Dean Mario L. Barnes

**JURIS DOCTOR**
James D. Atchley
Taylor Steven Herring
Laina Grace Durnal Johnson
Jack W. Miller
Jaclyn Marie Reynolds
Catalina A. Siddias Lagos
Jason Jing Lang Xu

Following is a list of individuals granted professional degrees in Winter 2020.

**SCHOOL OF LAW**
Candidates will be presented by
Toni Rembe Dean Mario L. Barnes

**JURIS DOCTOR**
Jenny Marie Aronson
Mallory Claire Barnes-Olson
Kaylee Barlow Cox
Sarah Lauren Deauutels
Hannah Elizabeth Driscoll
Sean L. Hyde
Estella Jung
Ida L. Knox
Jackson B. Marchant
Kingsly A. McConnell
Sydney Alexis Miyahara
Austen J. Naff
Alyssa Rosanne Nevala
Ashley Seo Park
Robert Lopez Salvador, Jr.
Namrha E. Shariatova
Elizaveta V. Soulina
Tommy Statkiewicz
Liam Weiland

**SCHOOL OF MEDICINE**
Candidates will be presented by
Associate Dean Sara Kim

**DOCTOR OF MEDICINE**
Onyinyechi K. Esoru

**SCHOOL OF PHARMACY**
Candidates will be presented by
Dean Sean D. Sullivan

**DOCTOR OF PHARMACY**
Emma Bobrovnikov
Christopher Burgess
Rachel Christina Byrne
Vivian Yen Dao
Brilliana Xiyi Hou
Roman Christian Hurst
Ali Icenogle
Eunice Kim
Rebecca Danbe Kim
Kei Matsumoto
Christian Bendeck Michielet
Rosa Nguyen
Marissa A. Norton
Michael Robert Sporck
Mahelate Fassika Testaye
Maureen Nguyen Tran
Daniel Webster
### SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

**Candidates will be presented by Associate Dean Sara Kim**

**DOCTOR OF MEDICINE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dirk Hussein Abdulahi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Melissa Otten Adcock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie Thomas Adcock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henna Alshon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda L. Arman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryce E. Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khalida Aref</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison M. Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habibam Asmeche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahlet Assefa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Marie Bachofe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rafah Baker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AminBaldiekhastalam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela C. Bangs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kais Elisa Barth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine C. Bergus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Lynne Walpiogt Besch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuv Bhandal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alina Maria Bischin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Aes Broomhead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor J. Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landon A. Browning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Elaine Bruce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaye Brunner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meahan M. Brunner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine M. Buckley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandi C. Buckner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaina Kaye Butler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Whitney Carmfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Sinclair Carzor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Chang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanni M. Chang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkata Chandrasekharan Chawal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Ray Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie M. Chinh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany N. Christenson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice Tene-Way-Chu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glen S. Clinton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brady A. Coaad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Nichole Cogburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon D. Cornish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth A. Conley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Coplen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Michael Cepoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryanne Cordeiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin James Cordy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**JURIS DOCTOR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lily E. Ramsayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dakota Lee Rash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Ringold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sayer A. Rippey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zackary Rothpear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor D. Revinsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith L. Ruff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey C. Russell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marevan Sandhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael E. Schmitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Maryean Schultheiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvan Schuttler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eva Sharf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph B. Sims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy S. Hyunjuik Sa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tae Wel-On Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noelle Christina Symanski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer O. Tierney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Alexander Toups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Makiko Vail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allaura Anne Valley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arianna Vanneemster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monique Shanee Vazquez-Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeleine Viger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Vodak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samm Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Watson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas Williams-Yatesworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Floyd Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret C. Wykowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Kao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruixiang Xu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Theresa Yamasaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennic O. Yamashita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan J. Zelieg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinya Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weichen Zhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Zink</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EDD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anna Maria Bishin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Aes Broomhead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor J. Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landon A. Browning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Elaine Bruce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaye Brunner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meahan M. Brunner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine M. Buckley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandi C. Buckner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaina Kaye Butler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Whitney Carmfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Sinclair Carzor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Chang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanni M. Chang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkata Chandrasekharan Chawal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Ray Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie M. Chinh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany N. Christenson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice Tene-Way-Chu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glen S. Clinton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brady A. Coaad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Nichole Cogburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon D. Cornish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth A. Conley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Coplen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Michael Cepoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryanne Cordeiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin James Cordy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**JD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Elizabeth Cox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefan Czerniacki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Helene Dahlgren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew B. Danke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibani Das</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Elizabeth Daulet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra L. Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Esther Dawson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin J. Delta Cruz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alysha Dhami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason P. Dixon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Doctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Dos Santos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Sean Gregory-Hodnett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanna Reschel Dotson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth A. Dotson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max L. Dougherty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Michele Drescher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Christen Ede</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Lynn Eisenbach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Elbogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Leanne Empie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaden Facer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benj Lie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalia Filipie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Findlay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troy Edward Fowler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janelle Theresa Strampe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Taylor NICOLE Funk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexsandra Alexandreova Gall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Ann Gay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyrus Ray Gilbert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Gilmr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Goble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Martha Gottfried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britney M. Goeeken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John D. Goodman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren E. Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra E. Gier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David B. Delos Griffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judy Eunhie Han</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Alyssa Kent Harding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah E. Hendricks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Heymann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roxana Michelle Hicks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary B. Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel S. Hoffman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Paul Hoffmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie H. Holmberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler A. Hooton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Harold Thomas Homburkide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidney Hopkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradford Huff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoSafi Antala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustafa Abbas Jafry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tahminin Akhtar Jahan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole M. Jeffrey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikita Sanjay Jejurik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tea K. Jenkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Anna Sinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jory Bails Johannessen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Stephen Kelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerald W. Kempton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Marie Kerr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taisa Amato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyler J. Kingston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda J. Kireley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael P. Kinney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleanor Kitchell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janette Klein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joyce L. Kline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Jace Knackstedt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan William Korb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ezekial J. Koslosky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keenan N. Kucukle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel LaPorte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braden Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan B. Liberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Michael Lim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul L. Lindau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa E. Liner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy Xao-Pan Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Logan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Loeau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August Andrew Longino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Vandeven Longino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keleby A. Loy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine R. Lynch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather M. Markovich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabel Makeman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor Park Mamukienia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie Mas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Mitsuko Matsumoto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Michael Maus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Elizabeth Mayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor McCormick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles Joseph McDonough</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

* This is a preliminary list. Some students may not have completed their degree requirements in June as planned.
Aubriana Michelle McEvoy  
Sarah Elizabeth McHugh  
Kevin A. McNamara  
Bryan Mcnelly  
Erin Leigh Caughron Michaud  
Elizabeth Miller  
Shauna Milne-Price  
McKendzie Momany  
Jason Thomas Monda  
Andrew Morffitt  
Joshua Morson  
Melanie C. Morris  
Kevin D. Muller  
Claire Alexandra Murphy  
Hannah Rose Naughton  
William Max Noltegwa Rennenbohm  
Dylan Nehrenberg  
Lauren Nesi  
Anne Ngo  
Steven D. Ngo  
Dominic J. Nicasio  
Dan A. Nichols  
Sonosoth Noorbakhsh  
David Gaston Olsen  
Dylan A. Olson  
Megan N. Olson  
John Caleb Augustine O Malley  
Nathaniel Ord  
Grace E. Pak  
Aunaly Elizabeth Palmer  
Gabriele Alexandra Paras  
Savannah Patterson  
Bjorn Elle Payne  
Clarissa L. Paz-Stollfus  
Dalton Peaslee  
Alexandra Leedes Perkins  
Dale E. Perkins  
Pruiqi Ducoung Pham  
Erik T. Phii  
Robert Thomas Platt  
Elizabeth Polzin  
Brooke Ellen Plothrat  
Natalie Melissa Pursell  
Nicholas K. Rasmussen  
Joshua L. Reddish  
Elizabeth M. Reed  
Amir A. Rezayat  
Elizabeth S. Richards  
Adrian R. Richley  
MacKenze Claire Rinaldi  
Caleb J. Rivera  
Laura Rodrigues  
Bradley Roth  
Daniel Ryan  
Maryann Sabatian  
Howard Russell Sanders  
Seun M. Seagraves  
Kayla M. Secret  
Amanda Seely  
Aaron Seo  
Jackson August Shaver  
Elizabeth Shepard  
Kate C. Simeon  
Taylor L. Simmons  
Cassandra Arien Lynn Simmon  
Michael J. Skendera  
Carlee Jo Snider  
Miguel I. Sotelo  
Theo L. Sottero  
Aaron Spurlock  
Natalia Z. Stabinovskye  
Sylvia Nina Stellmacher  
Krista M. Stephens  
Chance M. Stewart  
Chloe Alexandra Stiggelbout  
Laura Strop  
Katherine Eile Staudinger  
Iliana Jaelin Suner  
Amanda TelBartshius  
Anita Vandana Thatte  
Hailey Alexandra Theelwen  
Justin Michael Thompson  
Jacob L. Tigner  
Anja Tijdten  
Cuong D. Tran  
Joan Thanh Tran  
William J. Valente  
Alexandra Christine Vaught  
Mary Gillan Jo Vieleveu  
Hannah M. Vigne  
Jordan Wallace  
Katelyn Walton  
Nicholas Wang  
Matthew G. Ward  
Elizabeth Kathleen Weber  
Tyler W. Wehster  
Peter J. Wilcox  
Meyersa Diane Wilde  
Jenna A. Williamson  
Emily Bayles Worrall  
Veneta Kit Sze Wu  
Daniel J. Yang  
Wen Ting Yang  
Truy Yi  
Heidi A. Young  
Miao Yu  
Haijun Zhang  
Karen Lynn Zhao  
Haley C. Zhigui

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

Candidates will be presented by
Dean Sean D. Sullivan

DOCTOR OF PHARMACY

Sojung Ahn
Shawn Robert Anderson
Yoon Ae Ba  
Angelica Diana Barnhill  
Brittany Dawn Bassett  
Risa Beniya  
Brooke Carina Bennett  
Alison Marie Binkerd  
Qianwei Cai  
Stacie Chi Yan Chan  
Heije Choi  
Inga Christiansen  
Austin Lee Coward  
Marissa Robin Craig  
Kathy E. Cumie  
Thy Minh Dang  
Janifer Thi Doan  
Chris E. Dyer  
Oscar Olutunde Edigun  
Kirsten M. Farquhar  
Jacqueline Elaine Figueroa  
Martin Bernard Forsberg  
Aaron T. Fusee  
Lisa Georgiu  
Joe Greitz  
Derek Tyler Hayes  
Juan Camilo Hernandez  
Emma Lea Hill  
George P. Hissong  
Chris Cha Hong  
Pronta Hoon  
Bradley David Howells  
David Huang  
Tiffany Ip  
Kristi Marie Kajita  
Christina Hye Kim  
Daniel Kim  
Hyung Woo Kim  
Hannah Leistry Klebe  
Sarina Anne Klem  
Gilbert Chao Ko  
Ling Yu Kuan  
Lisa Xiao-Lin Kuang  
Yao Lan  
Anh K. N. Le  
Tran Ngoc Le  
David Senghun Lee  
Richard Won Lee  
Jeffrey Toshio Lew  
Crystal Hoi Kuan Lo  
Richard Hugh Mackley  
Jesse Min Mackinon  
Sam Jordan Alix Miller  
Kyungtao Moon  
Jeffrey Anderson Myers  
Cathy Nho  
Dat Quoc Nguyen  
Hao Thy Nguyen  
Thanh Hoang Lan Nguyen  
Thuy Duong Hoang Nguyen  
Aleen Caroline O Sullivan  
Aysa Paik  
Hyun Jin Park  
Rachel Adela Pfaff  
Anna Lan Arh Pham  
Cecilia Nguyen Pham  
Diana Victoria Phuong  
Artam A. Popov  
Alina Nhu-An Quach  
Sophia Heesannor Ro  
Rajiv Singh  
Zachrey Michael Skelly  
Ken Lawrence Steckler  
Jordan Anthony Tabish  
Carwan Lee Tai  
Kathy Tran Tong  
Quynh Thi Nhu Tran  
Jessica Suthayha Trang  
Svea Marie Van Parys  
Gabriel Wang  
Nily E. Wasef  
Erin Marie Williams  
Lesley Siou Mun Wong  
Yutong Yang  
Julia Anne Young  
Jina Yun
DOCTORAL DEGREES
DOCTORAL DEGREES

Following is a list of individuals granted doctoral degrees in Summer 2019.

DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS

Chen Dong
Alexander S Ditter
Andrea Delgado
Jared L Delahaye
Natasha S Close
Shumo Chu
Kiri Choi
Eunsol Choi
Hyerim Cho
Ying-Yu Chen
Tianqi Chen
Kathleen P Champion
Jose M Ceballos
Itzue Wendolin Caviedes Solis
Bo Cao
Arunkumar Byravan
Micah James Noecker Buuck
Yunqi Bu
Charlotte D Brill
Rebecca Brander
James Alexander Bornholt
Dianne Fay Baumann
Aaron William Bauer
Bora Srecko Banjanin
Yelena S Bagdasarova
Enidza N Arroyo
Juan F Arroyave
Ryan A Archibald
Warren Anderson
Ulil Amri
Abdulwahhab O Alshammari
Macarena S Aloi
Hebah Ahmed Al Mulla

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Susanne J Clark

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Hannah E Frizzell
Mary K Fitzmorris
Caislin Firth
Margaret Fesenmaier
Brianne R Duncan
Christopher L Diamond
Kristin N Dew
Justin R Davis
Xiaochen Dai
William R Currier
Joshua D Crowgey
Camilla Crifo
Kathryn L Corp
Hao Cheng
Nan-Chen Chen
Edita S Cao
Timothy E Brown
Meagan C Brown
Charles T Bowers
Andrew John Borst
Meagan C Brown
Timothy E Brown
Jeffery P Buenaflo
Edita S Cao
Dantzel Canateempo
Denise Chac
Daniel R Choe
Nan-Chen Chen
Hao Cheng
David K Coblitz
Kathryn L Corp
Camilla Orfo
Joshua D Crowley
William R Curner
Xiaochen Dai
Justin R Davis
Kristen N Dziew
Sammart Day
Christopher L Diamond
Chase P Dowling
Brianna R Duncan
Angela Duran Real
Margaret Fesenmaier
Caslin Firth
Mary K Fitzmorris
Lucas Q Flagg
Hannah E Frizzell

Nilanjan Lahra
Yrissi Lance
Savannah H Laramore
Amanda Catherine Watts Larson
Steven G Lautenheiser
Seongbeom Lee
Yi-Ting Lee
Christine Elizabeth Leibbrand
Jain Li
Ning Li
Zheng Li
Bo B Lin
Erica M Lokken
Mary J Loomis
Lindsey L Loo
Kelcie J MacPhee
Celine L Maillard
Alexa Matlack
Connor J McCabe
Cody Leah McDonald
Jennery James McGibbon
Anne McGinn-Wright
Tyler J Molikante
Marvin M Meeuwissen
Amanda M Menking
Michaella Anna Montano
Caryln O Mueller
Rory M Muller
Elizabeth C Nelson
Megan April O’Donald
Haninder Oberoi
Lauret J Orr
Vividora V Rakhiyuk
Mengjie Pan
Tiffany D Pan
Pavel Panchevka
Mark Pandak
Walter Andre Perkins
Trevor N Perrier
Eleni L Petrou
Katharine H Pettig
Kathleen L Pino
Nirit Polohek
Thomas Powers
Graham Joseph Pruss
Natalie Y Pullin
Hamlet Pyles
Yanbo Qi

Xinsheng Qin
Julie Eikosha Richards
Sushmita Rishi
Barbara X Rodriguez Droguett
Inthira Roopsawang
Enka Jean Ruberry
Elizabeth H Saltba
Aven Samaneh
Janeth Sanchez
Ana Carolina Sauz Weber
David Michael Schnuth
Frank J Schwebel
Yue Shi
Samantha R Shorey
Samuel S Siders
Madison M Smith
Rodolfo Solis-Gonza
Arjun Sundhi
Hyo Jin Son
Dilika Radka Snyasa
Rachael E Stein
Ryan Sterling
Alexander Dylan Sugar
Hyewon Sun
Karon Synth
Eric C Swanson
Ming-Wei Tang
Olive G Telford
Vanessa Torres
Michael N Whiteley
Amy Diane Webster
Charles A Williams
Mattie Anne Wilson
Robert T Youngblood
Yegorrey Yurupskiy
Alan Zhai
Peng Zheng
Pui Zhou
Danyang Zhuo

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

Richard Galindo

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Anjim Kim

DOCTOR OF MUSIC ARTS

Gerhardus Stephanus Scheepers

DOCTOR OF PHILosophy

David S Aleong
Leigh Azikpor
Zanab Azzawawi
Lord K Ameayaw
Deepali Aneja
Sophie L Archambault
Bita Astanian Aal
Loveleen Singh Aulick
Farzad A Awam
David Baggett
Nahyon Bak
Judy-Gail Baker
Weston D Bargert
Kirsten A Batra
Kirsten Marie Bergman
Julia D Barkson
Makie N Blakeley
Matthew G Bornnema

Andrew John Borst
Charles T Bowers
Meagan C Brown
Timothy E Brown
Jeffery P Buenaflo
Edita S Cao
Dantzel Canateempo
Denise Chac
Daniel R Choe
Nan-Chen Chen
Hao Cheng
David K Coblitz
Kathryn L Corp
Camilla Orfo
Joshua D Crowley
William R Curner
Xiaochen Dai
Justin R Davis
Kristen N Dziew
Sammart Day
Christopher L Diamond
Chase P Dowling
Brianna R Duncan
Angela Duran Real
Margaret Fesenmaier
Caslin Firth
Mary K Fitzmorris
Lucas Q Flagg
Hannah E Frizzell

James D Gaynor
Daria R Gergel
Bethnaz Gharehestani Bojd
Alaina M Green
Agraj Gupta
Adam Hayes
Michele J Hays
Daxev He
Justin M Herron
William M Holden
Marco D Howard
Don D Hubble
Avery C Hunter
Fatma Ilanisca
Srinivasan V Iyer
Seochee Kim
Sungcheon Kim
Kent M Kinzer
Seonhee Kim
Srinivasan V Iyer
Seochee Kim

Yicheng Li
Yun Li
Francis Lin
Ying-Ting Lin
Yang Lu
Chloe Lombard
Kenneth Lowrey
Vivian Rosalind Lyons
Sayed M Marzoukâbâed
Katharine McAlpine
Gordian D McCord
Scoril D Mishra
Robyn Dominik Montz
Jaspriya Surty
Pompampai Ping-Ping Narenpitak
Yun-Hee Li Nattermann
Mepi
Anne Wengar Norgoe
Gabrielle E D’Brein
Tanya F Oishi
Rachel Bregent
Jonathan S Packer
Kathryn Christina Preblies
David J Preler
Robert D Pelletier
Benjamin Scott Pinto
Abhishek Pratap
Anamol Pundle
Muhammad Qadam Shah
DOCTORIAL DEGREES

Following is a list of individuals granted doctoral degrees in Winter 2020.

DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS
Daniel Ross Venneberg

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE
Ashwarya Acharya
Sarah AURA Alboum
Jerine Aldinger
Cayla Alexandre
Jordan Anderson
Suzanna Avery
Erin Bane
Catherine Anne Banksley
Emily Siddiqui
Brooke Lauren Biglow
Mary T Bolles Holder
Christopher Charles Borgia
Laura Brazer
Jana Marc Blessings
Bratley Brousse
Morgan Marie Busse
Ana Claitessa Butac
Sister Chero Chuma, CSJP
Ana Clarissa Butac
Morgan Marie Busse
Bradley Brosius
Jana Munn Briggs
Laura Brazer
Christopher Charles Borgia
Mary T Bolles Holder
Brooke Lauren Biglow
Emily Biddulph
Catherine Anne Bardsley
Erin Bane
Suzanna Avery
Jordan Anderson
Sarah AURA Alboum
Aishwarya Achan

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Hadeega A Aamer
Christopher V Acher
Nikhita Anandan
Blair A Armstrong
Ivan D Barron
Dominique Baudia
Cynthia L Bennett
Ruth Anne Branch
Laandra M Brettner
David C Cabalero
Gabriel Cadamu
Masa S Chance
Nicole E Charter
Chia-Hsiu Chen
Thiago Bettinello D Araujo Couto
Tram Tuyen Dang
Surayat Daud
Andrew P Davis
Michael C De Siena
Brian Miles de Silva
Emily M Detter
Dongsheng Dong
Nawid Bokhamzadeh
Ryan Thomas Elliott
Kali P Escanor
Eric Anthony Evangelista
Xingyang Fan
Bryan J Ferguson
Melanie Suzanne Fish
Joshua W Fromm
Tracy L Fuentes
Alex W Gibson
Theodore A Goblott
Clau Gonzalez Eliseo
Simmun K Grewel
Wei Guo
Kelley A Hall
Grace E Hanlon
Lyntie Hau
Rose M Hendrix
Jaqkae Horton
Sean C Jarvis
Emma C Kahle
Roneva Catherine Keel
Sant Shankiesh
Emily Erskine Kielkacz
Kwang Seok Kim
Lindsay R Kishline
James V Koch
Nel Lebeau
John G Lee

Audrey Claire Regoac
Kyung Sun Rhee
Michel A Requena Sanderson
Emily A Roberts
Jamaica Ram Robinson
Jane Sarah Rogozi
Dominta Valena Ruanac
Jay W Rutherford
Sang Uk Saeng
Nyasa B Samanas
Colby L Samstag
Adnya Priya Sanermita
Terrence E Schenold
Roy Seo
Naveen Kumar Sharma
Patrick M Shelton
Soyfula G Shewchik
Czogdanyi Nabi Wadud Siddique
Maysan S Smodke
Susan O Stahl
Kathryn E Stankiewicz
Sarah E Stansfield
Anastasia Statkewich
Yang Su
Krysztof L Suba
Derek A Suthersland
Daeedah M Taher
David M Tahlor
Maxlong Tang
Robert Haven Thompson
Leah S Vandenburg
Emilio J Viana Torre
Phuong Thu Vu
Matthew J Walker
Alexandra C Walls
Linpeng Wei

Nancy Biyaki Kelly
Balraj Kaur
Harleen Kaur Kang
Jessica Myendu Kabala
Heather Jordan
Ashley Taylor Jefferson
Nneka Jessica Iwuoha
Adaugo Lilian Iwuoha
Miracle Israel
Haayoung Lee Hwangpo
Andrea Humphrey
Whitney Hugie
Ben Yoshio Hoisington
Jennifer Marie Hogan
Annika Hearn
Jeffrey Guth
Mallory A Griffin
Ann Marie Griffin
Caitlin Gerrity
Michael Patrick Garrett
Mallory A Griffin
Jeffrey Guth
Amira Harris
Jennifer Marie Hogan
Ben Yoshio Hoisington
Whitney Hugie
Andrea Humphrey
Haoyoung Lee Hwangpo
Miracle Israel
Adaugo Lilian Iwuoha
Nneka Jessica Iwuoha
Adaugo Lilian Iwuoha
Miracle Israel
Isadora Yi
Caroline Stewart Walker
Marianne Rose Ko Unite
Kristen Trivelli
Jessica Hanh To
Tiffane Jolene Staley
Jennifer Squazza
Tess Shepherd
Zion C Shekinah
Christopher James Sheets
Sarah Elizabeth Severin
Tess Shepherd
Jennifer Sweeney
Tiffani Joy State
Nora M Suarez
Izol Rachelle Sullivan
Amanda Summer
Jessica Harris To
Kristen Trivelli
Lauren Trusen
Qian Tu
Marianne Rose Ko Unite
Tatyana Ivanovna Vasilevich
Caroline Stewart Walker
Noah Weatherhill
Natalia Wills
Isadora Yi
Nehemiah Reyes Zarate-Rourke

Isadora Yi
Caroline Stewart Walker
Marianne Rose Ko Unite
Kristen Trivelli
Jessica Hanh To
Tiffane Jolene Staley
Jennifer Squazza
Tess Shepherd
Zion C Shekinah
Christopher James Sheets
Sarah Elizabeth Severin
Tess Shepherd
Jennifer Sweeney
Tiffani Joy State
Nora M Suarez
Izol Rachelle Sullivan
Amanda Summer
Jessica Harris To
Kristen Trivelli
Lauren Trusen
Qian Tu
Marianne Rose Ko Unite
Tatyana Ivanovna Vasilevich
Caroline Stewart Walker
Noah Weatherhill
Natalia Wills
Isadora Yi
Nehemiah Reyes Zarate-Rourke

Jane Kim
Danelle Keel
Joy Sung Hee Kumagai
Judy Leong
Elizabeth Patricia Lewis
Sarote (Que) Limpanyaloe
John Mann
Marissa Mashidas
Stephanie Marvin
Kemper Leigh McGowan
Charlotte Hiea Mehrota
Shaila Mohammud
Catherine Munene-Kasibante
Tawnya Munroe
Samara Haste Norris
Brad O’Keefe
Cete L O’Neal
Eleanor Oken
Leah Otto
Julia Parker
Riki Peck
Hannah E Persyn
Melissa Catherine Pettini
Shantan Pospiljone
Baleen Kaur Purewal
Emma Mulchay Rea
Banca Peas
Ronelle St Borrego Reville
Ayson Ringle
Tamara Royalty
Mara E Rubino
Karsten Rye
Mike Cheng Sato
Lindsay Scatteredgood-Keeper
Christine Ann Schmer
Angela Lynn Sents
Sarah Elizabeth Severin
Christopher James Sheets
Zou C Selenia
Tess Shepherd
Jennifer Sweeney
Tiffani Joy State
Nora M Suarez
Izol Rachelle Sullivan
Amanda Summer
Jessica Harris To
Kristen Trivelli
Lauren Trusen
Qian Tu
Marianne Rose Ko Unite
Tatyana Ivanovna Vasilevich
Caroline Stewart Walker
Noah Weatherhill
Natalia Wills
Isadora Yi
Nehemiah Reyes Zarate-Rourke

Jane Kim
Danelle Keel
Joy Sung Hee Kumagai
Judy Leong
Elizabeth Patricia Lewis
Sarote (Que) Limpanyaloe
John Mann
Marissa Mashidas
Stephanie Marvin
Kemper Leigh McGowan
Charlotte Hiea Mehrota
Shaila Mohammud
Catherine Munene-Kasibante
Tawnya Munroe
Samara Haste Norris
Brad O’Keefe
Cete L O’Neal
Eleanor Oken
Leah Otto
Julia Parker
Riki Peck
Hannah E Persyn
Melissa Catherine Pettini
Shantan Pospiljone
Baleen Kaur Purewal
Emma Mulchay Rea
Banca Peas
Ronelle St Borrego Reville
Ayson Ringle
Tamara Royalty
Mara E Rubino
Karsten Rye
Mike Cheng Sato
Lindsay Scatteredgood-Keeper
Christine Ann Schmer
Angela Lynn Sents
Sarah Elizabeth Severin
Christopher James Sheets
Zou C Selenia
Tess Shepherd
Jennifer Sweeney
Tiffani Joy State
Nora M Suarez
Izol Rachelle Sullivan
Amanda Summer
Jessica Harris To
Kristen Trivelli
Lauren Trusen
Qian Tu
Marianne Rose Ko Unite
Tatyana Ivanovna Vasilevich
Caroline Stewart Walker
Noah Weatherhill
Natalia Wills
Isadora Yi
Nehemiah Reyes Zarate-Rourke
DOCTORIAL DEGREES

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Amitava Adak
Vikas Agarwal
Laura Alvarado
Allison J Anderson
Jose J Araujo
Manuel Asuaro Rosales
Shelley Barber
Clare E Barwise
Manuel Azuara Rosales
Jose J Araujo
Allison J Anderson
Lubna Alzaroo
Vipul Aggarwal
Atinuke Abolaji Ademola-Idowu
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DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

Tyson J Arden
Seam Armentout
Michelle Colleen Bickel
Savannah Ashley Burr
Aleks Bunvell
Emily Carmack
Isaac Daniel Chirino
Olivia Mireya Dahan
Nattika Detsukulorn
Horst Chay Djo
Patrick J Enright
Harris Adam Essex
Victoria Rose Freasert
Eve Goldshier
Jacob Gros
Tia Herdman
Nike Horkana
Katharine M Hutchins
Samuel Jewell
Alexandra Marie Jordan
Sahil Mohtasham Khan
Catherine Marie Long Kinnamon
Miaelle La Paz
Andra Jessica Lagergren
Mihai Lakhovsky
Charlotte Mei Guo
Lee Simon
Mary L Uiley
Heid Irena Martien
Bethonie McAndrews
Ashley Morma
Kali M Nielsen
Jeopna Unruh
Michelle Paulson
Jared Pradarelli
Sarah W Restler
Kimberly Rudeen
Shannon Marie Russell
Aubrey Lynn Scheffel
Jorge Serrano
Daija Christine Skidmore
Andrea Smiley
Victoria Corn Smith
Katharine Elaine Sturtevant
Matthew Gary Waddingham
Jason Walker
Julian Jonn Nilsson Whitford
# Master's Degrees

Candidates will be presented by Dean of The Graduate School, Joy Williamson-Lott, and Interim Dean of the Evans School of Public Policy and Governance, Alison Cullen.

## Master's Degrees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Kay Doyen</td>
<td>Psychology: Prevention Child &amp; Adolescent Master of Arts in Applied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karem Del Rocio Diaz Cerna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherry Lynn Bergner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Armstrong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda A. De Melo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Elizabeth Dragovich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexes Nicole Ford</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Christopher Fretz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Giambertos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Gomes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamell Iman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Jeschke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julianne Johnson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer Jupin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathrin Kese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jade King</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Lani</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Zapata Pardo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxine A. Savage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melinda D Rukavina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Reilly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidi Marguerite Mcen Kuheim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Kauerauf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sravanli Kanamarlapudi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Jarvis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paz Carisa Flournoy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Cobb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zac Carls Opinion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Jacqueline Sandbach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zakore David Sauge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Selberg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Singer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Snyder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Snyder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shwan So</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Stringer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Sprenger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brody Walworth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Wayne Washington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jabril Washington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Watkins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Wright</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Wils</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Wright</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yin Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamirnig Zhu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Zyfer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Kugler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Klein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzanne Jones</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eriko Fujimura</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randi Frehner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Finger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Enders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Dytang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Cauchi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Zachary Casto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Callaway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Zachary Casto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Cauhi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Detmer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sukulji K Dhikwal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Dytag</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeleine Enders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Estes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Finger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand Frehner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enko Fujimura</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Gallaspy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Hollingsworth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melton Jefferson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Johansen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Elizabeth Johnson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzanne Jones</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Klein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Kugler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Kuzmick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dara Wai-Ling Lau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Alyssa Lien</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Melissa Lindgren O'Keefe |  |
| Katherine Little |  |
| Xiaotong Lu |  |
| Andrew Lum |  |
| Annurana Rajendra Mane |  |
| Victoria McGee |  |
| Harri Mohamad Haidar |  |
| Marcus Monaco |  |
| Raphael S Munuza |  |
| Anna Lauren Parks |  |
| Tiffany Phillips |  |
| Aria Ramus |  |
| Rebecca Rangel |  |
| Jelisha Walcott |  |
| Elena-Marie Tenn |  |
| Peter Evan Schultz |  |
| Kendall Anne Ruggles |  |
| Jacob Nazarian V |  |
| Jacob Komenda |  |
| Earl Generato |  |
| Priscilla Delgado |  |
| Kendrick Coburn |  |
| Priscilla Delgado |  |
| Gyanesh Cande |  |
| Earl Generato |  |
| Jacob Komenda |  |
| Chia Chun Lin |  |
| Victoria Matthews |  |
| Jacob Nazarian V |  |
| Kendall Anne Ruggles |  |
| Peter Evan Schultz |  |
| Elena-Marie Tenn |  |
| Jelisha Walcott |  |
| Chen Hui Wu |  |

## Master of Architecture

Abdulaziz Mohammed Al Rumayyan |  |
Evans Solis |  |
Ye Sun |  |

## Master of Arts

Nathan Cobb |  |
Paz Carls Opinion |  |
Nicole Jarvis |  |
Sweereen Kamarapu |  |
Andrew Kauerauf |  |
Heather Knudsen |  |
Heidi Marguerite Moen Kuheim |  |
Emma Alyse Dufry McIntosh |  |
Graham Peterson |  |
Emma Reily |  |
Melinda D Pukavina |  |
Maxine A. Savage |  |

## Master of Arts in Applied Child & Adolescent Psychology: Prevention & Treatment

Tara Arce Gaxiola |  |
Kimberly Armstrong |  |
Sherry Lynn Bergner |  |
Karim Del Rocio Diaz Cerna |  |
Valerie Kay Oyden |  |
Manyan E. Edin |  |
Jamie Eppling |  |
Marlee Fischer |  |
Alisha Genette |  |
Cathy Daniela Griffith |  |
Katie Natsuko Hellen Ud |  |
Riko-Rachelle Mee Hon |  |
Cailin Igehart |  |
Jamie Kostek |  |
Amanda Marchese |  |
Macy Lawrence Ratliff |  |
Kenia Rodriguez |  |
Mikayla Selanne |  |
Iryanne Jeffleibman Smith |  |
Jill Smolinski |  |
Zacchary Snyder |  |
Louis Trehour |  |
Sofia Wall |  |
Nichole F. Williams |  |
Matthew Wright |  |

## Master of Business Administration

Avin Chen |  |
Bradley Copenhaver |  |
Dara K Dayani |  |
James Hargis |  |
Jordyn C Lee |  |
Yanqiang Fan |  |
Joshua Grant Rogers |  |
Jesse David Weissman |  |
Angela Williams |  |

## Master of Clinical Health Services

Jarl Christopher Aiken |  |
Evie Andereis |  |
Jessica Andereis |  |
 Vern R Andrus |  |
Brandell Arce |  |
Matthew Arrington |  |
Nathan Daniel Barlow |  |
Christina Black |  |
Erica Bornesen |  |
Ullkan Boum |  |
Kimberly Thiuy Bui |  |
Karina Caprez |  |
Kelli Carnan |  |
Robert W Carpenter |  |
Kevin Chen |  |
Jacob Collins |  |
Hershel Cummings |  |
Albert Darasay |  |
Dominique Christine Dubois |  |
Victoria Dunn |  |
Stefanie Eder |  |
Pharnmon P Evans |  |
Russell L Evans |  |
Artturi Yuriwich Filitov |  |
Haley Fuchs |  |
Jeffrey James Gallagher |  |
Jessica Gilbert |  |
Miles Gilbreath |  |
Kristina Goodman |  |
Jason Gussenger |  |
Atogali Goss |  |
Brooke Granstrom |  |
Kyle Gray |  |
Matthew Grisso |  |
David Hanson |  |
Norene Huang |  |
Alexandra Hurtado |  |

## Master of Communication

Yolanda Anora Barton |  |
Leslie M Daniels |  |
Olga Jimenez |  |
Richard McLaughlin |  |

## Master of Design

Magdalena Nilges |  |
Jooyeon Oh |  |

## Master of Education

Dana Aguilar |  |
Michael Alberghini |  |
Adisa Veronica Arre |  |
Mitchael Masuichi Aoki |  |
Sara Behrens |  |
Matthew Tap |  |

## Master of Geographic Information Systems

Amy Beller |  |
Mark Brethmann |  |
Jay Davis |  |
Amy D Dearhorn |  |
Andrew Garcia |  |
Raymond Hall |  |
Mark Francis Johnson |  |
Marta Kumle |  |

## Master of Health Administration

Aditi Agarwal |  |
Bhawana Atlavadi |  |
Raquel Barrack |  |
David Bernstein |  |
Jennifer Bobek |  |
Andrew Chung |  |
James Jones |  |
Ryan J Lehnager |  |

## Master of Science in Professional Science

Bhawana Atlavadi |  |
Raquel Barrack |  |
David Bernstein |  |
Jennifer Bobek |  |
Andrew Chung |  |
Michael Great |  |
James Jones |  |
Ryan J Lehnager |  |

## Master of Science in Applied Science

Bhawana Atlavadi |  |
Raquel Barrack |  |
David Bernstein |  |
Jennifer Bobek |  |
Andrew Chung |  |
Michael Great |  |
James Jones |  |
Ryan J Lehnager |  |

## Master of Science in Information Science

Bhawana Atlavadi |  |
Raquel Barrack |  |
David Bernstein |  |
Jennifer Bobek |  |
Andrew Chung |  |
Michael Great |  |
James Jones |  |
Ryan J Lehnager |  |
**MASTER'S DEGREES**

**MASTER OF HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION & DESIGN**

Alexa Abrams
Samantha Baker
Michael Cardarelli
Yajing Chang
Robin Reckhow
Chavan
Dolce Hubert
Dass
Oliver Engel
Sahakhat Goyal
Yuting Han
Yonina Hawas
Tiffani Nicole Home
Hannah Johnson
Thre Lui
Trevor Larsen
Bingyu Li
Savanta Malleesin
Cassandra Meade
Eleanor Nestor
Khai Quang Nguyen
Nora Owens
Amberly Riegler
Bridge Sheffer
Santhan Solanki
Monopalo Song
John Sykes
Mingyao Tran
Sunahh Wadhwa
Beija Wang
Duc Wang
Jennifer Lee Wang
Zhuoy Wang
Suzuwei Yang
Wing Ka Angela Yung

**MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL & SYSTEMS ENGINEERING**

Michael Bowman
Victoria Mai Kinh Bui
Rachel E De Pau
Nhat Thanh Thi Le
Fahtel A Mishan
Tyler Nelson
Joel Ranggatke Kaloo
Brian Yang Strand
Joel Ranggatke Kaloo
Elizabeth Wilhem

**MASTER OF INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING & MANAGEMENT**

Elizabeth Bennett
Corey Elliott
Alexander Gray
Melissa Hawkins
Carrie Renee Hesch
Ryan Majewski
Cassandra Garza Olson
Jason D Preston
Andrew Stevens
Cay Vandervelde
Dolores Velasequez
Andrew Whitesides

**MASTER OF JURISPRUDENCE**

Louis Choc
Kara Fitzpatrick
Richard Dale Porter
Melissa Sara Saiz
Nancy Li Will

**MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE**

Richard Desanto
Fatima Mawoud
Farzana Rahman
Ye Sun

**MASTER OF LAWS**

Tamesha Dawkins
Erneke Mamane
Mapony Mvang
Halfallah Seddqi

**MASTER OF LAWS IN TAXATION**

Erik M Martinez
Jennifer Martin

**MASTER OF LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE**

Sara Besler
Ashley M Clark
Nathan Delmar
Traci Emerson
Grace Lo
Kian Pakdel
Emily Pattri
Victoria Tokar
Nam Jin Yoon

**MASTER OF MARINE AFFAIRS**

Cori Currier
Erik James Landahl
Alexander Sweeterer

**MASTER OF MUSIC**

Lucas Winter

**MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION**

Ian Kowalski
Michael D Prinkham
Taylor D Rischell
Lucas Tyler Simons

**MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH**

Rochelle M Adrian
Alessandra Angelino
Lindsay Christine Beck
Brandie Beuckwoldt
Charlotte Sebastian Ki Ho Hyamaray Calander
Jose Teodulo Carmona
Ashenat S Cherko
Tia Kristine Hunter Dostal
Ahmed Elshafie
Scott Erickson
Caleb modele
Courtney Jackson
Jonathan Joseph
Kevin Tze-Chi Kwong
Sarah Lawrence
Sara Christine Lidstrom
Lynne Liu
August Andrew Longino
Helena Marques
Megan Elizabeth Mayer
Casey L McCoy
Anthony Natalu
Carmen Ng
Dennisin Ohnawehe
Katheline Paulson
Alexandra Leeds Perkins
Andrew Francis Price
Aliyson Robinson
Caitlin M Robinson
Cyrus Mugo Wachira
Jiali Yang
Alicia Dan Yang

**MASTER OF SCIENCE**

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOENGINEERING**

Brenton Willoughby
Andrew Byungkyu Kang
Brenton Willoughby
Muktar Mohamed Rashid
Abdinur Ali Mohamed
Abirami Maduran
Muktar Mohammad

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL REGULATORY AFFAIRS**

Richard Fu
Snehal Pateke

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

Samantha Christina Ai Wan Seto

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING**

Luke Gibson
Atishay Subramaniam

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING**

Michael Blaser
Eliana Darroch
Jay K Dean
Kristian Raffoul
Niederkerk
Christopher Norman
Forrest Thompson
Xuan Wu
Bihong Xu

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTATIONAL FINANCE & RISK MANAGEMENT**

Yu Ting Feng
Daniel Zhiye Xia

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT**

Christopher P Harris

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DENTISTRY**

Acom
Dana A Buglione
Kyle Countryman
Arshdeep Gill
Peter Jungman Ham
Pi-Yu Hu
Jasmine Marie Olson
Jiyan Peng
Daniel Young

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING**

Sriratsa Vardaraj Chakravarthi
Sai Siddarth Duppalapudi
Aviellino Ernesto
Elisha Gokeler
Kai-Yu Hu
Anusha Giri
Kamat
Abdur Ali Mohamed
Mukhtar Mohammed Rashid
Ali Khaled Tarkhan

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY**

Hye-Young Kim
Lunming Lin
George Windsor Masters
Pranavi Midhatada

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION MANAGEMENT**

David Togami

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS SCIENCE & ENGINEERING**

Zandra Raja

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS SCIENCE & ENGINEERING**

John Sykes

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS SCIENCE & ENGINEERING**

Duo Wang
## Master's Degrees

Following is a list of individuals granted master's degrees in Autumn 2019.

### Executive Master of Public Administration
- Katharine Case

### Master of Architecture
- Andreas Anton Baatz
- Yukong Cai
- Dayton W Clark
- Solomom Cohen
- Dylan Stotts Cotton
- Marlon Gutierrez Cruz
- Joe Richard Graham
- Victoria Haynes
- Gabrielle Marie Herbsa
- Amelia Janinren
- Junjie Jiang
- Justin Larena
- Yiran Liu
- Jiao Mei
- Tom Meyer
- Arnal Moussa
- Tad Neeser
- Ariel A Scholten
- Madison Smith
- Chakri Tanaka
- Emily Kathryn Terzic
- Iles Torres
- Chris Vander Haak
- Jack Zimmerman

### Master of Arts
- David V Alhadeff
- Zhiqiong Chen
- Charles Hale Chesnut
- Hae Yun Cheung
- Selen Güler
- Kaytea Champion
- Jiahui Huang
- Qilin Huang
- Kyungum Kwak
- Yuming Liu
- Zhe Liu
- Mandana Masouminrad
- Helay Debra O'Shaughnessy
- Anvesha Pan
- Smit Sajid Apar Bhal
- Minyuan Shen
- Azhar Tulbasyeva
- Liang Xu

### Master of Business Administration
- Brandon G Abang
- Farid Gardashov
- Melqaudes Mercado Garibay
- Stuart Glenn Morse
- Michael Lee Ong
- Samuel A Starr

### Master of Clinical Health Services
- Heather Cook
- Timara Freeman Young
- Paul S Hastings
- Samuel Kingsbury Millet
- Alex Shaffer
- Shaheen Maher Tyni
- Sienna Lin Widmer Rodriguez

### Master of Communication
- Sydney Cai
- Kathryn E Kamin
- Brianna Lowest
- Molly Elizabeth Schachtar
- Charissa Irene Sorto
- Colm Sparling
- Rakia Wells
- Lindsay Winter
- Ziyi Ye

### Master of Education
- Danush Aghbourni
- Lindsay Bogowich
- Kayla M Chur
- Kathryn Cramer
- Lauren Ficko
- Charlotte Fournier
- Katherine Silverstein
- Ashley Slaughter

### Master of Human-Computer Interaction & Design
- Marigha Inbar

### Master of Industrial & Systems Engineering
- Youngseob Lee

### Master of landscape Architecture
- Sarah Bartosh
- Ariel A Scholten
- Lauren C Wang

### Master of Laws
- Satt Mohammad A Alselemi
- Turk Fahad A Alzaher
- Rosario Avveduto
- Dayane Kaia Barras De Farias Duarte
- Joel Burns
- Jennifer M Lau
- Lin Li
- Jiewen Liu
- Purni Peshala Gunatillake Mendis
- Abutak Jalal Murtazaghi
- Lin Pan
- Viktoriya Sattidinova
- Murali Sheraz
- Chitrpriya Aramb Singh
- Susilat Sujathan Camagros
- Ieoma Choma Unachuwu
- Chei Kai Yang
- Fangxing Zhang

### Master of Laws in Taxation
- Aimee L Miller
- Charvyn Singh
- Shiqin Wang

### Master of Library & Information Science
- Samuel L Faulk
- Parkes Heustess
- Claire McDonald
- Derinda Womble
- Lena Youkhana

### Master of Marine Affairs
- Hannah R Bassett
- Xuejie Sheng

### Master of Music
- Liga Pusco De Canaholo

### Master of Occupational Therapy
- Christine Nicole Babcock
- Alania Bateman
- Chelsea Bradley
- Emily Bretnov
- Manish Bunwell
- Callyn Crossland
- Monica Fouts
- Sean Ganey
- Johanna Marie Karn
- Rebecca Koch
- Jasmine Littles
- Emily Morgan
- MyKelle Marie Morrison
- Samantha Marie Muleana
- Nicole Suzanne Parot
- Kory Randall
- Rebecca Reyes
- Littlescape Talabarko
- Kathleen Marie Thorsen
- Marissa Young
- Ieona Teresa Zabala
- Dana Zylstra

### Master of Pharmaceutical Bioengineering
- Blake Robert Engelbert
- Stephanie D Jeanbaptiste
- Elaine Kim

### Master of Public Administration
- Mitchell Mahar
- Stephen Pope

### Master of Public Health
- Caitlin Marie Cascat
- David Michael Coomes
- Xiaochen Dai
- Aneth Antonio Dinis
- Angela R Fernandez
- Jannine Louise Gross
- Vanessa Li
- Megan Malone
- Elizabeth Ann Oestreich
- Mosope Desayo Oyeowe
- Stephen Pope
- Samantha Kit Rice
- Sarah L Stansfield
- Sonna Tadlock
- Tanja Vasquez
- Samuel Viano
- Jessica Wolf

### Master of Science
- Ee Suk Ahn
- Erin Angelini
- Aidan D Babb
- Shruthi Badavaram Surendranath
- Reih Barua
- Nicrastan Beebee-Wang
- Eltok Karl Beutler
- Sukria Bhabdi
- Kantireeya Bhadriraj
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AERONAUTICS & ASTRONAUTICS
Emma Victoria Hansen

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE
Ellen Dement Hurd

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL REGULATORY AFFAIRS
Rachael Ann Bonnington
John Barrmore Walter Feitner
Timothy R. Jobi

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Zhen Fang
Yu-Tse Hong
Jia Liu
Hua-Kee Moon
Woo-Jae Ong
Kate Eileen Quin
Lucas Reoney
Seowoon Joseph Shin
Traylor Jordan Weiten
Nicole West
Yiming Zhang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Enrica E Goglietto
Prabhleen Kaur
Si Jin Lu
Zhong Jin
Jingtian Zhang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Cullen Anderson
Maxwell Armenta
Christine M Baker
Michael Blanchard
Alexander Bogue
August Braun
Bailey Beatty Joseph Call
Nicole Carter
Kelsea Crawford-Clippinger
Pengyu Dai
Alexander Davis
Gloria E De Zamacona Cervantes
Alexandro Lee Fernandez
Gus Friedman
Jingna Gao
Xiaowen Huang
Thomas Hutchinson
Christina Johnsen
Nicolete Lewis
Tianyi Li
Colin Cullen Martin
Sofie Hougaard Mathiassen
James McVeY
Ian Arthur McWhirter
Annette Mary Miskun
Naolin Murphy
James Nowak
Henry Nuckolls
Enrique Ochoa
Zong Xi

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Dylan Rogers
Saba Saberi
Sonja Schneidere
Yasaman Sadat Seifdgar
Jason Shenny
Solaro Shibayama
David Simmons
Jaipreet Singh
Mohit Sinha
Hannah Sipe
Alessandro Smitz
Feng Su
Nuthakham Suwankitwatt
Matthew J Swigart
Richard Thomas
Timothy Trinkle
Hau-Hui Tseng
Sergi Vystroporskyi
Rose Shawan Wade
Yifan Wang
Sara M Wells
Claudia Willis
Erin Wilson
Michael Xie
Eric Yang
Yi-Hsuan Yang
Ziav Zhong
Evgeny Zitlatov

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTATIONAL FINANCE & RISK MANAGEMENT
Nathaniel Barnard
Mitchell Christensen
Yueyue Cui
Caroline Elizabeth Drehner
Ian A. Foster
Yan Johnson
Muhammadadil Asep Shuail Khichi
Chengyong Li
Yi Liu
Xiyuan Liu
Lanyu Ma
Alexander Margelis
Yunfei Nie
Maria Daniela Sanchez Cortes
Tomara Sanchez-Gomez
Huanjun Song
Tong Su
Yinning Tan
Jeffrey John Wilfong
Zheng Xiao

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Brent Buckner
Drashi Suresh Dave
Nidhi Dev
Tejaswini Ang
Sanchoon Kim
Yinrui Liu
Alexander C Munro
Brian El Pindel
Vachan Siddalingaiah Mahadev

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DATA SCIENCE
Abhishek Anand

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DENTISTRY
Rashmi Mishra

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Trevor J Bergstrom
Yidong Chen
Drew William Clark
Rashmi Mishra
Abhishek Anand
Vachan Siddalingaiah Mahadev

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
Cullen Anderson
Maxwell Armenta
Christine M Baker
Michael Blanchard
Alexander Bogue
August Braun
Bailey Beatty Joseph Call
Nicole Carter
Kelsea Crawford-Clippinger
Pengyu Dai
Alexander Davis
Gloria E De Zamacona Cervantes
Alexandro Lee Fernandez
Gus Friedman
Jingna Gao
Xiaowen Huang
Thomas Hutchinson
Christina Johnsen
Nicolete Lewis
Tianyi Li
Colin Cullen Martin
Sofie Hougaard Mathiassen
James McVeY
Ian Arthur McWhirter
Annette Mary Miskun
Naolin Murphy
James Nowak
Henry Nuckolls
Enrique Ochoa
Zong Xi

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Dylan Rogers
Saba Saberi
Sonja Schneidere
Yasaman Sadat Seifdgar
Jason Shenny
Solaro Shibayama
David Simmons
Jaipreet Singh
Mohit Sinha
Hannah Sipe
Alessandro Smitz
Feng Su
Nuthakham Suwankitwatt
Matthew J Swigart
Richard Thomas
Timothy Trinkle
Hau-Hui Tseng
Sergi Vystroporskyi
Rose Shawan Wade
Yifan Wang
Sara M Wells
Claudia Willis
Erin Wilson
Michael Xie
Eric Yang
Yi-Hsuan Yang
Ziav Zhong
Evgeny Zitlatov

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Devendra Pradhy Adullia
Prachi Ganesh Autee
Mave Edstrom
Sneha Sanjeev Kamath
Sean Pottersen

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SCIENCE
Saba Hashem Khiali Kaawar
Litun Xixen Rajan

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Emily Bajeranour
Grant Carroll Blackwell
Ryan Arias Canfield
Zhi-Yan Chen
Daksh Chhinga
Lakshmi Narasimha Murthy Dossadasamayajula
Cheng Gong
Wei-Hong Li
Yingyu Luo
Ivan Maci Luca
Laurel March
Emmanuel Mercado
Anthony Messplay
Robert Nessse
Aashmana Rajeev Parekh
Geng Qin
Curis John Ruch
Alyssa Sponer
Tharm Shopinsahade
Jason David Steadle
Anshul Sungra
Katherine Van Ness
Shirshar Varsamhey
Brian Walker
Christopher Woodruff
Pengfei Xianyu
Yew Zhang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN REAL ESTATE
John Peter Ales
Si Chen
Anna Elizabeth Prorok
Lindsay Todaro

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION
Will Buchanan
Chenyu Cui
Wei Huang
Johoyung Kim
Aiyon Loteblety Kline
Jiewen Luo
Adelle Parsons
Richard Powell
Christopher Tran
Thomas Wang
Ying Zheng

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Camellia Burns
Jeremy Captain
Malazhati Coky-Berry
Lyne Graham
Chenlin Hong
Alma Delia Madara
Amandra M Reddawamy
Emile Schaefer
Amanda Christine Sutherland
Maria Vayama
Sasi Lane Wald
Ayn Withman

MASTER OF SUPPLY CHAIN TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS
Megan W Dickson

MASTER OF URBAN PLANNING
Andrew Fenner
Helen Catherine Stanton
FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF INDIVIDUALS GRANTED MASTER’S DEGREES IN WINTER 2020.

EXECUTIVE MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Randon Keoni Aea
Melissa Claire Alderson
Christopher Dean Carlson
Oliver Czar
Patrice Renee Davis
Grace L. Delon
Suzanne E. Germard
Damren Groth
Claude W. Holmes
Kim A. Iorio
Andrew Joseph Jensen
Courtney Johnson
Faizal Kasemallie
Cara Kiggins
Katherine King
Christina Helene Korpi
Edgardo Longoria
Ilan P. Luttrell
Eduardo Marquez
MarJean Linnea McCraw
Agata McIntyre
Amy K. McLahan
Allison Mondi
Yoshihika Ota
Charles Peele
Rex E. Rogers
Victoria Shanklin
Ashley Rose Studerus
Tumy Vann
Rachel Waisbord
Ian Yaffe

MASTER IN TEACHING
Joshua J. Ahn
Alexandra Marie Baldwin
Laura Grace Beckerman
Dakota-James Michael Bond
James Brown
Zachary Cheykin
Sofia Louise Angeles Dawa
Tyler Defrees
Sonia Elva Del Toro
Elmer Delgado
Ceyla Morgan Lee Delorenzo
Brittany Ann Erickson
Daniele Elise Fletcher
Tanner Allen Freewater
Marianna Heckendorn
Nicolas Soh Horuchi
Elizabeth Meyer James
Katherine Suzanne Johnson
Justin Kang
Ramy Kamil Khallil
Kaiyue Luo
Chun Yen Huang
Timothy Sean McAdams

MASTER OF ARTS
Oya Akars
Joseph Edward Bringman
Charles Anthony Kierne
Michele Konkol
Yida Li
Mary McNulty
Julius Rodriguez
Tyler Smith
Derek Weikle
Zhou Yang

MASTER OF ARTS FOR TEACHERS
Kale Adams
Thais Lescu
Ha Young Li
Taylor Vander Hyde

MASTER OF ARTS IN INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Yife Li
Rui Qing
Etsuo Megan Steckler
Ye Xu
Seyed Ali Mehrad Zaidi

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Clare Barison
Emile Bourgeois
Kathryn Capley
Jonathan Federico
Alice E. D. Heiker
Heidi Hunt
Ian Euihyeon Kim
Soo San Kim
Tao Hao Lee
Tim (Samran) Li
Austin Lee Montgomery
Andrew Kenneth Roberts
Silvana Saith Yid
Adam Schmidt
Radhika Seah
Zachary Solomon
Jackson D. Taylor
Katherine Ustvedt
Shreya Verma

MASTER OF COMMUNICATION
Stephanie Becnel
Janelle Bernales
Angela Sue Collins
Olivia Corey
Nia Costello
Raven Davis
Jinyu Fang
Shannon French
Sophia Lucile Hilkey
Andrew Gene Horton
Natalie Jamerson
Alyssa A. Jones
Tong-Chun Lai
Chunsu Liu
Dan Luo
Kaiyue Luo
Kanhaiya Maheshwary
David Marte
Laura Miranda
Juanchi Maria Misa
John O’barra Carmos
Tongtong Qu
Katherine Skipper
Fakai Sock
Abil Talledo
Yu Han Tang
Jesus Velezquez Sosa
Dana Wang
Guang Wang
Haoran Wang
Xinyuan Wang
Ashley Whitney
Daleyse Wilhelm
Yiyao Xiao
Tzu-Ling Yang
Pony Zeng
Hang Zhao
Chengyi Zou

MASTER OF EDUCATION
Vanessa Isabel Alvarez
Benjamin Bierck
Breanna Caruso
Amy E. Compare
Jennel Hasuck
Rachel Hurley
Haley Koncz
Peter Lapp
Hannah Levy
Micah Seth Lewis
Karah Lothian
Morgan Megheets Malloy
Melodie McLamb
Todd Saunders
Marie Somers
Savannah Stewart
Kriya Issa Velasco
Jocelyn K. Walsh
Amanni Wu

MASTER OF FINE ARTS
Chun-Yen Huang
Timothy Sean McAdams

MASTER OF HEALTH INFORMATION & HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Camrina Hearty Siapno Capelle
Yu-Heuan Chen
Shweta Dast
Christopher Dwayne Gunderson
Massa Herena Hooke
Sonali Khadee
Xiaorong Lin
Jennifer Minh Luong
Helena Mazzanegos
Irene Lata Nath
Andrew Noorainhoth
Stephanie L. Palmer
Daisy Parsley
Donald S. Smith
Barbara Tesi
Jamal A. Taheri
Joanna Susana Valderrama
Belina Jenny Van
Hidy Vengalil

MASTER OF HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION & DESIGN
Augustus Tetley Arthur
Liusu Wang

MASTER OF INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING & MANAGEMENT
Thomas Muhlheisner

MASTER OF JURISPRUDENCE
Archana Viswanathan

MASTER OF LAWS IN TAXATION
Sarah Denise Karnsagi Cherep
Marissa Yu-Ting Chu
Marc Richard Greenough
Helena Roblesana Koval
Amanda Loveless
Ryan Douglas Nichols

MASTER OF LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Alexandra N. Kyle
Katharina Roche-Sudar

MASTER OF MARINE AFFAIRS
David Berndson
Kristina N. Beverlin
Christopher Boylan
Brittany Nicole Hoedemaker
Angela Moran
Deborah Rose
Stephanie Wilcek

MASTER OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Mihaela A. Briegeu
Catlin Turner

MASTER OF PHARMACEUTICAL BIOENGINEERING
Brandon R. Galan

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Caire Baron
Christopher William Boerle
Karah Lothian
Audrey Ling Nelson

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Elise Healy
Robert W. Lapsley
Seung Eun Park
Zoe Rogers

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Anthony Adkins
Yufang Ai
Graham Ammet
Chibuzo Amyanwu
Morgan Barnaby Arrington
Jesse Ashworth-Marin
Yosef M. Bedasso
Dino Bakshteva
Aakash Bhata
Tom Blevins
Isaac McCormon Boekeheide
Andrew Bond
Jennifer Rogers Brenner
Chelsea Busby
Yue Cao
Jorge N Cardozo

Master's Degrees
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Omkir Mahendira Bhamure

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Rashad Al-Attar
Reyn Akira Akiki
Kristinn Mar Bjarnason
Alexander Bratche
Rochey Briones
Shuusuan Cai
Junnun Chen
Michael Feeney
Margot M Fennericz
Kaylee Kostka
Shirley Wang Leung
Purvash Kambhia Luhar
Christopher C Meder
Lingran Meng
Lauren Kay Phillips
Nikola L Polzin
Chai Nee Tay
Samuel Earl Turner
Zih Wang
Hao Yang
Yanjie Yang
Alex Stephen Yeutten
Damir Yodtheimer
Haoyi Yuan
Shijun Zhou

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTATIONAL FINANCE & RISK MANAGEMENT
Carl Ayala
Andrew K Edwards
Uma Devi Muruganathan
Saverio Scuotto
Michael Voiniege1
Yung Wu
Weig Xu
Xinyi Yu

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Rucha Mahendra Amale
Ruben Armentrout
Mansi Bordia
Sona Bhavnani
Brian P Bhto
Shreya Rajendra Kumawat
Aishu Nanda
Anushka Ranjan
Aradhana Sane
Tahal Dasgupta
Siddharth Sapre

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DATA SCIENCE
Prakhar Agarwal
Suman Bhagavathula
Mengying Bi
Kang Chen
William Frierson
Deepthi Manjunatha Hegde
Gaoxiu Ja
Yash Hemant Kapital
Vishnampet Jagannathan Kamala
Isha Kaul
Patrick J King
Ian Kirkman
Yash Kumar
Jigar Bhavin Ladwani
Eckstein Bast Mathew
Darshana Mehta
Peter Reyne Mckenzie
Hannah Kathleen Murphy
Abhishek Nag
Yash Rajeshbhai Parikh
Roshan Ramkessoon
Namvan Sharma
Apsavna Shetty
Thurin Sikham
Anya Singh
Aditi Singhal
Madhavi Sirkavasa
Margaret Kathleen Stark
Joel Streemel
Naveed Suwanraspan
Ankit Tandon
Edmund Chi Man Tse

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DENTISTRY
David Gu
Jason Johnson
Kazuma Katagata
Dong Uk Shin

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Xiangyu Gao
Xinbei Gong
Renshu Gu
Bernabe Arroyo Guzman
Jason Allen Hartigan
Jeffrey A Jost
Aman Ranjan Kalia
Zerina Kapetanovic
Jacob Lewis
Yiming Li
Joseph E Linderoth
Xiucong Liu
Hiralben Pratikumar Mistry
Charumthi Sundaram
Furman Tan
Shiling Wang
Yue Wang
Liang Xiang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
Russel Allen Choi-Perreaux
Katrina Herronsson
Boyuan Huang
Yudong Lin
Natasha Tess O’Rourke-Perry
Ziyun Wang
Yuechun Zhang
Yang Zheng

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Rahwa Kidane Berhe

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HUMAN CENTERED DESIGN & ENGINEERING
Kathryn Brookshier
Jonathan Newhall

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Tianshu Feng
Feng Hu
Austin Powell
Tanchen Sun
Tianhao Xu

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Thomas Blanchi
Amber Maitrani
Beth Marilyn Nolan
Alexander McCutchan Osuch
Steve M Reddle
Kyle Ronald Roman
Naathian Yang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SCIENCE
Stephanie E Ballard
Christopher Ryan Holstrom
Alex Martin Kale
Luke Rodriquez

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
Seokhwan Chung
Siddharth Spiknal Path
Cameron Renteria

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Kyle Terence Ashton
Lindsey Barrier
Reuben Benjamin Bechter
Cody Cooper
Alex Gregory Davies
Marco Antonio Gonzalez Hernandez
Amatis Grebovic
Ashley Gutz
Mark James Hedreen
Johannes M James
Ye Jin
Akshat Kapital
Jan Niklas Krueger
Elaterius Vladimirovna Kuznetsova
Yariming Li
Cody Jefferson Moody
Justice Addison Oforuku
Courtney Okani
William Edgar Richards
Thomas Christopher Roberts
Victoria Rybli
Han Song
Jeremy Stern
Eric D Thorhauer
Kathryn Moore Williams
Weiss Xie
Yifan Xu
Chin-Han Yang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN REAL ESTATE
Sara J Bagi
Mingxing Chen
Will John Devault-Weaver
Xiao Ding
Nicholas Ethimadis
Emily Havens
Vincent Huang
Ke Ya Lee
Yard Li
Cillian Janus Stratton
Sakritti Vishwakarma

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION
Gaozi Dai
TranXuanPhong Fang
Ling Ya Huang
Reeling Li
Siu Kwan Li
Takke Li
Ditte Lu
Andrew P Luck
Zeyu Shen
Angela Sun
Cih Chen Wu
Yewei Zhang
Yuanwei Zhang

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Stacey L Bell
Ryan Bolding
Erin Carnes
Rachele P Orzu
Amelia Gross
Allison Lowerstein
Kimberly Ann Matson
Kelsey A Moore
Deigo Nunez
Margaret Quinn
Brian Richardson
Kara Smith
Anastasia O Tschida
Angel R Williams
Eliza Jee Young

MASTER OF SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Paul Nathan Wright

MASTER OF URBAN PLANNING
Daniel Cloutier
William Mountjoy-Venning

MASTERS OF AERONAUTICS & ASTRONAUTICS
Brian Lawson Beecher
Noah Connad
Colin Parsons
Peter Therneau

MASTERS OF BIOMEDICAL REGULATORY AFFAIRS
Subha Mahadev Aaladi

MASTERS OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Stephen H Lee
Zhiguo Zhou

MASTERS OF DATA SCIENCE
\[\text{List of names}\]

MASTERS OF ENGINEERING
\[\text{List of names}\]
FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF INDIVIDUALS GRANTED MASTER'S DEGREES IN SPRING 2020.*

EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST
Clarissa Altes
Morgan Anderson
Taylor Michelle Caldwell
Caitlin Nicole Counihan
Patrick O Gibson
Anianna Henry
Jennifer Hill
Dana Huzar
Jacob Langlois
Rachel E Strand

EXECUTIVE MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Jillian Foxter
William Watkins McLeod
Bessie M Scott

MASTER IN TEACHING
Brook Achterhof
Jennifer Allen
Perry Anderson
Taylor Armstrong
Lauren Atzama
Zoe Bandeau
Philip Grant Bowman
Katherine Brown
Shelia Marie Casey
Elizabeth Carpenter
Taylor Carter
Cherelle Chavez
Elizabeth Arin Coleman
Vanessa Corna
Emily Conlan
Shawn Courson
Vincenzo Creccelotti
Samantha Marie Cristy
Anthony Darois
Frances Marie Davies
Clemisha Davis
Almada Gal Desantos
Michelle Dinh
Taylour Dominique
Haley An Dunstang
Lucas L Eaton
Mckinley L Goble
Julianne Myung Ha
Juha Han
Nikoletta Harris
Somyay Hashemi Rudmajani
Codi-Ann Hindes
Patrick O Gipson
Caitlin Nicole Courshon
Morgan Anderson
Clarissa Alfes

MASTER OF AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Erik Ahern
Brady Buniak
Jasheen Chavda
Christian Cruz
Michael Chang Doperik
Danyi Anthony Duran
Edgarso Isaac Ferrer
Justin Hendrick
Brian Humphreys
Kevin Kitohe
Alan Y Lee
Krisen A Leenman
Lucia Nicolas
Mark Opoliski
Steven Joseph Plummer
Robert Ramsey
Derek Scott Sager
Kashyap Saxena
Andrew Siemens
Skyler Simpson
Melissa Tenferrancia
Gregory J Welland

MASTER OF APPLIED BIOENGINEERING
Eyusus Adebio
Kevin Scott Burgett
Anais Jade Eugenie Emile
Joseph Galeno
Yi-Cheng Lu
Jennifer Luxiano
Nicolas Edward Opatzki
Sarp Orgul
Maxwell Benjamin Rumaner
Regina Tuyu

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
Katherine Acherson-Snow
Adam Bicher
Madison Brachvogel
Page Collins
Kelsey Crofty
Elana Damrell
Jesse Davis
Brian Deck
David Delpierre
James Deto
Ben-Hsun Dow
Jenney Linette Takahashi Edgerton
Yuting Fong
Rosemarie Gregoire
Weston Lee Hambleton
Nailonal Randai Higa
Michelle Hook
Jennifer Rose Kriegel
Suzanne Lee
George Lee
Ko Yan Lee
Sarah Lung
Ariely Lopez Diaz
Marie Olive Mabiala Moussavou
Maxim Malovickuk
Katey Anne McKay
Nicole Elizabeth McKerman
Valentino Montoya
Lean Galvez Octavio
Erik Petersen
Niccolo Piacentini
Nicholas Portman
Kosin Lindsay Ramsey
Hector Saldivar
Ashley Shook
Kyle Christopher Smith
Bennet Walker Song
Nihat Tapin
Alissa Tucker
Margot Turek
Gemeante Urbanowicz
Duy Q Vu
Lorin Wilheilm
Mauna Wiltz
Donghyun Yeo

MASTER OF ARTS
Stephanie Jean Bardin
Molly A Baines
Sri Binn
Johanna Berlter
Caitlyn Bramble
Sarah Elizabeth Brenner
Estelle Marie Broyer
Alvin K Bui
Shino Burnette
Catherine R Butler
Jawon Byrd
Morgan L Cains
Charles Hale Chesnut
Dillon Connelly
Alexander Crump
Hannah Curtis
Sarah Dickinson
Zhihong Dong
Paquita Esterly
Anabelle Lyons Ferguson
Daniel Finlay
Jackson Flesher
Emma Gause
Rosabel Gomez
Thomas Grizzle
Lianna Hambly
Emily N Hardin
Genevieve M Hill
Scobbyhung Huir
Mark S Igra
Linnia Johnson
Nic Jones
Adley Kifle
Jenny Kingsley
Michael Lambique
Karen Mare Lark
Mengshli Lin
Nancy Kristyn Lynch
Hayley Makinson
Brandi Mason
Brookie McColloch
Kaila Rachael Melh-Mutchinson
Mara Minur
Ani Naneavty
Angelene Nasabot
Kate Norgon
Audrey Omar
Alexander Ramiller
Devin Riley
Grant Rommel
Felicia Royal Chinnaroon
Elizabeth Sallors
Danielle N Sakowski
Kailie Sandell
Kimberly Erin Sawyer
Melody Smith
Aaron J Steel
Shiyu Sun
Kristine Ter-Kazaryan
Laura E Todd
Rebecca Tran
Kyle Trembly
Logan Alexander Wegmeyer
Bret Winhouser
Gloria Yates
Dennis Young
Wenjing Zhao

MASTER OF ARTS FOR TEACHERS
Bryndis Margret Cridder
Yining Huang
Wai Liang

MASTER OF ARTS IN INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Shuying Chen
Valerie Cortes
Esham Dabak
Allison Allen Foylin
Alyssa MacHado
Nicholas Price
Chase Procivon
Jane Roberts
Aratat Sabawon
Kennedy Mckay Simpson
Ian Lane Smith
Hannah Standley
Eryk Walgtra
Jensen Wetton
Xiaoyang Zhao

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Srivivasa Sashikant Abburi
Sara Abdulmotattate
Abhishek
Kyle A Abraham
Wyne Adams
Arikan Agahai
Nishik Agahai
Dema Al Khali
Tolzay Appas
Luis D Arincoga
Shaha Anghal Ali
Gargatt Au
Damina Banerjee
Zin Min Aye
Michael Babstiot
Amy Babington
Jacqueline Bach
Alyssa Bacharach
Soosoon Baek
Christopher Balikus
Madeleine Deneuve Barrow
Chelsea Baum
James Beck
Erica Bell
Lauren Bell
Stee Syaohd Kehend Bangpadu
James Bennett
Juliern Berhjzaj
James C Berg
Michael Bergstrom
Eliyah Berry
Karan Bhata
Kate Bickert
Matt Boly
Aleksandr Biyevetsky
Ilan D Bloomer
Camilla Blofeld
Andrew Bonnial
Brittney Boyle
Benjamin Bradley
Nora Bright
Joshua Brinkerhoff
Kirsten Menly Brown
Kaye Nol Monteiro Brown
Derek Burke
Shane Bumroong Burke
Olivia Butler
Suhaib Reza
Pujio Cao
Claire Carlton-Junich
Alex Carter
Chloe Leigh Carver
Josue Sua Hsao Chang
Kehin Chang
Anna Alexandrona Ch-lto
Melody Smith
Manci Chen
Nai Yu Chen
Ruenjum Chen
Weifeng Chen
Xiaolian Chen
Matthew Chokls
Sung Choi
Isaiath Chuang
Emily Cofilter
Michael James Cobb
Anna Coffey
Peter Collier
Alexander Corey
James Noel Coudren
Mikaela Rubin Crutcher
Abraham Curry
Hardik Dalal
Andrew Jon Daliskey
Daniel Fong Dang
Lisa Tran Dang
Emily Darbyson
Hannah Marie Dekey
Emily del Rosario
Nathaniel Delaney
Chad Detrose
Sushrut Deadharr
Salsek Debor
Misha Dhankar
Anirudh Dineshan Unithan
Shalin Dhouyland
Daniel Drmostore
Jamey Dr:>mer
Verkota Reddy Droncherry
Stephanie Kristin Dost
Adam Dottas
Jonathan Du
Pan Du
David Duncan
Casey J Dunn
Kento Eisawga
Dennis Millikan Elbert
Emily M Engel
Antonette P Evans
Alan Everett
Brook Velez
Margot Faithy
William Thoow Ar
Benjamin P Fisher
Benjamin Fishman
Meagan Freeman

* This is a preliminary list. Some students will not have completed their degree requirements in June as planned.
MASTER’S DEGREES

Jon Friedman
Morgan Friedman
Adam Gagnon
Julia A Gall
Michael Garver
David Gert
Alexander Gluck
Naga Ravi Kumar Gogula
Giro Eduardini Gonzalez Pena
Alexis Blair Goodrich
Stephanie Marie Graves
Abigail Greenberg
Sharanjeet Grewal
Melissa Jane Gunnison
Amir Gupta
Archana Gupta
Shobhit Gupta
Devour Letterie Hathor-Ratliffe
Nathaniel Haley
Bruce Hallowell
Emily Halverson
Jason Hammer
James Kiu Han
Matthew Hanson
Syed Ali Nadir Hashmi
Matthew Haynes
Roy W Wil Hebard
Derek Heinonen
John O’Connor Heintz
Jason Higginson
Christian Himmel
Lindsey Hoelt
Wen Ting Hoosh
Kerry Huang
Elizabeth Jeanne Hughes
Colette Huile
Solomon Hutchinson
Grace Hwang
Peter Im
Jack Jajeveci
K’Young Jung
Ye Kyung Jung
CJ Jamieu IV-C3005
Cecilia Jevonifar
Gauri Joglekar
Alchbeshie, Jois
Mandar Joshi
Amy Juell
Tocara Juke
Kristofer Kallfleisch
Andrew Kartenren
Kausik Kalyari
Pulkit Katyal
Nabeel Kaulia
Joseph Patrick Kavanagh
Neal P Kavas
Mary Kearney
Eric Keiser
Joseph Kelley
George W Kennedy
Jeffrey Kennedy
Amyrah Khan-Malda
Samneeksha Khare
Anthony Samuel Khim
Louis Kim
Taddeum Kim
Michael Tyler Kingston
Marshall Kinzer
Denek Kinkaid
Varsha Ashutosh Koshe
Sonam Kohany
Sean Kramer
Sean Kramar
Sean M. Kramar
Dave Kuhl
Prashanthi Kumar
Ravi Kumar
Banuchander Kumaranayaki
Himanshu Kumawat
Mountum Kunar
Amrit Kuhla
Abdul Nasir Kutty
Michael Lahoda
Brian Justin Laing
Lakshmi Reddy Laksmi
Daniel Langis
William Lapratt
Abigail Larnier
Jeffrey Laughman
Bethanny Lavel
Thami Ann Le
Daniel Lederman
Bailtara Lee
Maegan Lee
Alexander Leung
Kristen Lew
Chang Li
Dale Jiahuo Li
Li Lu
Kai Liu
Sergey Logvin
Colin Love
Cecily Liu
Lilianas Liu
Julie Machuchoobanan
Rory Maguire
Syeda Zara Mahmood
David Mandapat
Sawyer Mann
Corey S Marshall
Stuart Marshall
Vikram Mathreelam
Fehiel Mino Mathew
Peter Matthews
Jesse Maxwell
Gregory McCann
Meredith McGuire
Patrick McMahon
Garrett Medaugh
Jeffrey Michael McLean
Katherine Rose Mennermeier
Thomas Mezak
James Nichols
Andrew Miller-McKeever
Kelly Moghadam
Malaya Momsra
James Murphy
Henny Murray
Tayog Nagata
Dhaval Nahar
Kmint Nakamura
Shruti Vasudeo Nanivadkar
Ardital Narayanan
Ryan Natan
Roman Nelson
Shireen Nelson
Chaitra Nerurkar
Emily Nichols
Bryan P Nair
Laura Nishikawa
Anders Nordlof
Kenneth Nivouso
Mickel Kenneth O’Bara
Katie Oaklund
Daniel Ochoa
Alina Ochohotnikova
Dilwuabasy Ockoluk
Jeremy Olson
Holly A Ostrom
Nicolas Overlack
Ahino-Pal
Vidulit Pandita
Andrew Y Park
Steven Mike Parrish
Nivedita Anandale Patil
J Patty
Date Payne
Margaret P Peavey
Matthew Penn
Adam Peretz
Jeffrey Perry
Emma Peterson
Michael Pieri
Emily Maynard Powell
Katherine Preska
Nautam Tamanna Pranaka
Marc Andrew Puglisi
Hayley Pullin
Emily D. Purvis
Megan Quarito
Ethan Radcliff
Maya N Rajan
Srikrishna Ramaswamy
Prashant Dwarakan Rana
Sharma Ranganab
Bhavana Rchenya
Andrew Robinson
Kyle Roche
Brian Joseph Rogowski
Marco Rossi
Olga Ryan
Aaron Sacher
Hayley Sampson
Chase Michel Sanderson
Elisha H Sanger
Kris Schneider
Shane Schneider
Yongjun Seo
Myrina Sedyuk
Richard Servance
Taylor Shetjuk
Michael Alexander Sherry
Sachin Shetye
Ganadhana Swamy Shiwaganga Nagaraju
Chandra Sichakwar
James Simpkins
Amarjit Singh
Lokendra Singh
Ruchi Singh
Khitra Smihals
Bryan Smith
James Smith
Sean Smith
Trevor Roger Smith
Michael Smite
Phyllon Spence
Randall Stacy
Haley Leaure Stegman
Jennifer Stillings
Sumitra Sukumar
Daniel Sullivan
Natalie Sullivan
Tiffany Sung
Mia Suortti
Nihalani Greashe Suresh
Johnson Chiang Sun Tey
Nivedita Thagpajan
Manesar Babu Thovurakkada Muraleedharam
Chadwick Eugene Thresher
Eric Lee Tiches
Jessica Tingg
Vetroo Tictomb
Nicole Yueconco Tyfa
Heather A Turn
Yue Tu
Gary Singh Turner
Aliraya Uatterkar
Gabriel Valencia
Jacob Van Raepheorst
Evan Vanochter
Rishi R Vashist
Annela Vasudevan
Paul Carter Vazza
Avijit Veasna
Shreesh Vjayakalalshmi Chandras
Thomas Hong Vo
Marismatch Singh Wadan
Eric Leung Wan
Ye Wei
Jouni Welander
Chelsa Wendt
Audrey Ann White
Rachel Whitmeyer
Isabel Williams
Jason K Williams
Daniel Wilson
Jessica Wilson
Kevin John Wong
Kelly Wood
Laurcy Wulle
Jingli Xu
Zhao Xu
Kurt Yeager
Jae H Yu
Kerthi Parvaj Zaver
Milenia Zegota
Huyi Zeng
Jule Zhang
Qian Zhang
Bibi Zhu
Dimitry A Zimoglyad

MASTER OF COMMUNICATION

Feddlen B .Amar
Tatyana Anderson
Waad Boughrid
Chei Cunanean Capilli
Rodger Caudill
Jacqueline Chang
Isabel Sage Conrad
Samantha Cock
Camila De Brito Pechous
Conner Garrison
Jessica E Ghurtree
Stephanie Hirsch
Elsisa Meleendez
Bradley A Paynter
Benjamin Porter
Michael Quinlan
Margaret Ruth Webster
Elora Kaye Malama West

MASTER OF DESIGN

Jeremy Barrbeau
Caroline Dobroznicky
Samer Fouad
Piper Loyd
Justin T Lund
Jeremy Very

MASTER OF EDUCATION

Dana Bodhong
Chei Cunanean Capilli
Rodger Caudill
Jacqueline Chang
Isabel Sage Conrad
Samantha Cock
Camila De Brito Pechous
Conner Garrison
Jessica E Ghurtree
Stephanie Hirsch
Elsisa Meleendez
Bradley A Paynter
Benjamin Porter
Michael Quinlan
Margaret Ruth Webster
Elora Kaye Malama West
MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL HORTICULTURE
Colette M MacLean
Robert Wrench

MASTER OF FINE ARTS
Emily Allen
Boston Chandler
Sarah Lissette Chiesa
Brian Evans
Alyssa Franks
Rachel Larrin Hill
Devin Houtz
Pichunchen Huang
Brian Lawson
Margaret MacCormack
Todd McKinney
James T Miller
Andrew Romero
Stephanie Simuk
Michael Turner
Shuo Yin

MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES
Scott Elliott

MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
Erik Bertram
Rohan Srinivas Bhat
Lilian Chen
David Chu
Rachel Elizabeth Dato
Alyssa De La Rosa
Colton Erickson
Sarah Ertsgaard
Eric Solano Garcia
Prakriti Galet
Joshua Gotay
Joseph Grady
Michael Gu
Karen Mary Harrington
Samantha Holten
Hayley Deanne Johnson
Jasmine Simone Johnson
Kyeong Eun Kim
Sophie Elizabeth King
Jasmine Simone Johnson
Kyeong Eun Kim

MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Rebecca A Bachman
Lisa Barrett
Jingjing Bu
Yuanzi Cai
Brian Deck
Amanda Dinouer
James Ditto
Kristina Deorsch
Jacqueline Donovan
Hope Freje
Matthew Grosser
Glacie Guillatt
Elizabeth Housley
Lauren Iversen
Stuart M Johnson
Jennifer Rose Krieger
Valentina Montoya
Dorothy Mulkaev
Phamnham Neuville-Norton
Niccolo Placentini
Peter Samuels
Anastasia P Sejnefski
Bennett Walker Song
Sarah K Wallace
Michelle Kimberly Woo
Xinyu Xu
Lihui Yang
Mengting Ye
Wenshuo Zhang

MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE/MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
Brian Deck
James Ditto
Valentina Montoya
Niccolo Placentini
Bennett Walker Song

MASTER OF LAWS
Loban Azimova
Cecilia Bennett
Timothy A Brooks
Laid Burns
Marcia Hyunjin Cho
Ricco Crinzi
Daniel Walter Donauer
Jamilla Espy
Gotome Fekade
Fabio Joaquin Gutierrez-Hurtado
Jiwei Huang
Shing Ishou
Shinta M Jewell
Nontane Kikutsu
Ida L Knox
Changmin Lee
Mikolae Elizabeth Legg
Zhenyu Liu
Maria Agnieszka Lisewska
Chang Liu
Nadiv Mohammad Hosseini
Karen Mulhern Najade
Mubasher A Otho
Monica Maria Romero Rodriguez
Miguel Ruias Rosas
Catalina A Saldivia Lagos
Jun Hyuk Seo
Mirek Sygatyev
Juliana Teller Witches
Zoba Sanele Walaisha
Sreethai Velgonda
Jiawei Wang
Zichen Wang
Timothy Wood
Junru Yang
Subei Zhang

MASTER OF LAWS IN TAXATION
Annie Isaac Barouh
Adam Becker
Kanat Chukushov
Thomas McQuillan
Kennic O Yamashita

Aric Bishop
Kristina P Bishop
Daniel Blanchard
Kristina Brady
Rebecca Ayehua Brown
Victoria Bryant
Samantha Buecheier
Elissa Burnley
Katy Cadena
Kelly O Carney
Veronica Churchill
Michelle Letha Clark
Laurel H Conant
Lauren Cooley
Emmaline Cotter
Lillian Durany
Chelsea Jeanette Davies
Kate F Del Rosario
Rebecca Oxford
Claire Eldredges-Burns
Carol Fisher
Darty Fitch
Brenda Foster
Jared Frank
Mallory Chrystal Gingrich
Kelly Gleder
Jordan Grant
Emily Griffin
Michelle Grinstad
Sarah Harrington
Stellan Harris
DavidHeat
Haley Horton-Loup
Joah Hu
Karyn Hubbell
Pamela Huffman
Erica Huntting
Mia Huang
Jennifer Hu
Elen Namakaokeshioka Kanose
Christina Kennedy
Nicholas Kirsch
Sydney Rose Koeger
Rebekah Leisendfrost
Margarita Nigel Loera
Sophia Moromask
Zoheira Mayhock
Abigail Maynard
Madeleine Maze
Christina McCabe
Alexis Keeley McCall
Pearl Amelia McCall
Christine McDaniel
Andrew McKenna Foster
Tyler McLane
Ruth Metzler
Katelin Miller
Meghan K Mitchell
Miranda Key Montez
Davee Nadell
Christopher T Neal
Jared Nettler
Sara Mae O’Brien-Scott
Kristen Orth
Kayles J Olsowski
Karylon Rose Oster
Giada Parker
Philip Payan
Julienne D Peeling
Ann Price
Maureen Quirk
Iamaa Sophie Ramezanadeh
Carli Reinecke
Maureen Rickie Wildligh
Lena R Reke
Amanda S Robb
Jessica L Robins
Ragen Roberts
Hanna Marie Rosesen
Maria Elena Ruiz Olde
Keleigh Russell
Amy Schmidt
Melissa Seaburg
Jennifer Smith
Kylee Snyder
Sinclair St Claire
Tori Staines
Caitlin Stewart
Byron Strader
Veronica Talley
Meneca Thru
Brooke Thomas
Margaret Thompson-Johnston
Katlin Trangmorton
Vicky Tran
Mackenzie L Trotter
David Troy
Kirkland Van Irwin
Dana West
Hanna White
Kelli Akemi Yabuku
Shuza Ye
Caroline Youse
Einn Zahnake
Yuqi Zheng

MASTER OF MARINE AFFAIRS
Henry Bell
Emily Buckner
Kathryn Dalton
Charlotte Loring-Dohrn
Cody Brian Dunagan
Jenni M Harlscher
Abbey Jain
Elise Lasky
Sailie Ho-Yin Lau
Suzannah Maher
Jon McVeigh
Manpreta Misra
Sarah Addie Montgomery
Taki Ogawara
Kari Tiffany Otsuka
Alexandra Telles

MASTER OF MUSIC
Alexander Chadsey
Roman L. Detles
Luke Duroc-Danner
Sarah Fantappi
Tatiana Greener
Masson Lunnay
Sandesh Nagarej
Patrick O’Donnell
Eun Ju Oh
Rita Lorraine Pangan
Jamie Lin Samadad
Joslyn Thomas
Lu Yin

MASTER OF PHARMACEUTICAL BIOENGINEERING
Bita Asadnejad Seyed
Jeffrey Chu
Kristen Collins
Kris Ory
Kristen Fetchko
Alexis Householder
Seán MacEnroe
Colleen E Tass

MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING
Jehrone Espojio Adonis
Garret D Ball
Haley Nicole Chambertin
Michael Paul Cianco
Daniele Coleman
Grant Coffins
Amanda Cotter
Claire Kathryn Daugherty
Elizabeth Watson Dejovi
Nancy Vesicr Galliz
Tyler Gibson
Simmri K Gill
Penchye Guo
Samuel Charles Guadry
Yong Tong Huang
Heoseom Kamyab
Brandon La
Eljah Lam
Darrah La
Chi-Fong Lin
Tarriy Ma
Valeria Martin Sebastian
Rachel Mathieu
Mckenna Moulika Ma
Kelle McGee
Mackenna Naquin Milan
Thuan Pham
John Paul Matthew Plapi
Kristen Cokes Plank
Pobryn Anne Powers
Remyann Armin Qutob
Kristin Schindel
Mahm Shoaib
Samuel Elliott Silver
Tong Wang
You Wang
Msotyn Rose Weber
Steven Andrew Whitman
Lily Christine Wilkinson
Kahi Laniece Wilson
Kristina N Wilson
Kara Lyn Mie Wix Wong
Conner James York
Chubing Zhang
Man Zhang
Xuan Zhou

MASTER’S DEGREES
MASTER OF PROSTHETICS & ORTHOTICS
Russell Allsopp
Ashley Carvalho
Steven Daniels
Hal Christine Dzuguski
Chantal Fitting
Kevin Koeng
Kimberly Rowe
Comrad Slater
Jennifer Woffinden

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Charmita Nicole Amera
Dean Allsup
Elizabeth Anderson
Kelly Anderson
Luiza Barbato Montesanti
Elizabeth Banker
Ashley Barnes
Andres Bas Moore
Shay Bauman
Carolyn Bowles
Jeremy Roe Brecher-Harmson
Deesha Brinto
Mitchell Gregory Brown
Stephanie A Budros
Oliva carrots
Keviin John Cernansky
Marcus Cheffer
Mitchell Menton Chen
Andrew Garland Chesterfield
Weng-Cing Cheung
Eric Clute
Quinn Corbo
Morgan Cowick
Daniel Fong Dang
Qi Deng
Nicolas Mauricio Diaz Huarmez
Ryan Dooley
Marco Dorado Arredondo
Alexis Duncan
Margaret Durham Jordahl
Edward Ende
Elizabeth Erbom
Matthew Fallier
William Farmel Jr.
Laura Fay
Jennifer Fingles
Nina Forbes
Giovanna A Frederickson
Lindsey Futrell
Andrew Golden
Nathanial S Goodby
Alix Brown Heat
Emily Shuk Hang Ho
Kristen Ingram
Maria Elizabeth Isaacson
Karen Iurimoto
Chenyang Jin
Alicia Ann Jones
Anna Katesy
Pich Keo
Samantha Abbott Kiel
Chloe Elizabeth Kinsey
Devin George Korick-Seese
Alexandra Lynn Kosik
Oliva Coe Krawczyk
Puja Kumar
Helena Lally
William Patrick Langan
Tyler Langford
Eise Lasky
Spencer Leo
Trevor Lessard
Ziang Liang
Evan Lih
Greta Liebret
Tim R Marshall
Aiysha McClure
Conor McCracken
Matthew McKeeven
Melissa A Melloy
Leslie Michaud
Colton Misco
Aditi Mulheri
Daniel O Minikel
Kathryn Laurel Murdoch
Flora Murray
Peter Musante
Rose Nakano
Vanya Nanda
Hanna Navarro
Jeanine Needles
Ashley B Nelson
Channing Harold Nesbitt
Julia Nusenbaum
Riley M O’Leary

Katherine Olsen
Andre Carlos Orsams
Eugene Paul
Kevin Lowe Peterson
Kata Nicole Penna
Luke R Peters
Gaetlle Pinn
Ashley Podpesley
Trevor Jan Press
Charles David Quackenbush
Saba Rahman
Rachel Reid
Andrew Paul Reeves
Marlene L. Reynolds
Kenneth Rice
Nisha Riley
David Rosen
Daniel Rothman
Sabrina Ann Santos
Alexandra M Schofer
Carly Jales Schmidt
Priti Shah
Andreziela Maziak Sheik
Elizabeth Shu
Anna Lasczak Sidhu
Jennifer SiX
Rosemary Slevkovsky
Trevor Roger Smith
Trudy Ruth Sontorno
Samantha Sow
Jinhao Su
Aaron Tam
Alexandra Tellez
Shu Tian
Teresa Tippens
Andrew Torrey
Julie Tran
Lin Tu Tien
Galen Van Horn
Evan Marshal Walker
Lindsey Wallace
Ziq Wang
Jessey Warren
Ellen Waters
Boying Wei
Alaima Williams
Samuel Shikumi Wolf
Misawang Yikiyak
Zhouhuan Yang
Heather Yu
Sarah Ji Chen Zavaleta
Annya Zupanic

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Gabino Junior Aborzo
Mark Abbey-Lambertz
Kestenie Jeanus Adams
Kareha Agea
Harsh Apaniyanto
Helena Archer
Hannah Atias
Kimbrye Baker
Shen Ann Ballard
Bashakshi Basu
Peralta Mawu
Erissa Butler
Eddie Guyer
Jason Kirk
Taylor Marie Dorsett
Matthew Driver
Joshua Edrich
Naja N Egal
Malvi Farrant
Gabrielle Renee Felder
Terra Forward
Deborah Foster
Kathymine Fox
Natalie Franz
Koi Glenn Fukutake
William Gardner
Daysha Renee Gunther
Wilson Hammert
Emily Hanna
Tessa Harper
Jason Heps
Chengkun Hong
Kevin Ikuwa
Niels Jorgensen
Hitomi Katayu
Jean-Jacques Kayembe Kashondo
Diane Lynne Kendall
Alexandra Lynn Kosik
Kelly Jo Kramer
Leif Mitchell Layman
Nam-Hui Leduc
Elin M Lee
Jaclyn Elanquio Litasz
Zengjing Liu
Anika Lowenstein

Alyssa Lund
Lauren Patricia MacHarg
Sara Lorraine Magnuson
Michelle Minghsuan McMillan
Elizabethe Melanism
Anisette Mende
Rebecca Narrara
Leah Rose Nell Warner
Ashley Nguyen
Thu Tri Nguyen
Elizabeth Nutting
Oksana Carl Christian Okoye
Emiko Mary Oshima
Kazuko Oshima
Catherine Pawlsik
Katherine Pedersen
An Pham
Sarah Pickersgill
Hannah Rapp
Colin Jun Rhodes
Jennifer Nadia Ricaldi Camnathull
Nicholas Lowell Roberts
Duane Robinson
Stephanie Ruderman
Amal Mohamed Saleh
Ariane Sandei
Teresa Vaughn Schansler
Hannah Schmidt
Holly Schroeder
Rachel Ariel Scott
Kimberly Michelle Semy
Michelle Shinn
Kathelene L Shulock
Alisa T Strayer
Paige L Steinger
Sarah Lynn Staton
Richard Tang
Mckenna Tannant
Cara Yen Than
Erin Thayer
Eva L Torres
Kelly Usher
Stephen Walston
Cecilia Welch
Marcus Andrew Wen
Branna Willis
Rachel Wittenauer
Jenny Wool
Sarah Waxloolook
Gregory Zane
Junyi Zhang
Kattlin Amir Zmisk

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH / MASTER OF URBAN PLANNING
Daniel Osterhage

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Mutsuko Asociavo
Sanjeev Acharya
Shabab Ahmed
Laura F Allen
Sujil An
Michael Anderson
Youssel Mohammed Baitour
Jacob Baldwin
Rithesh Baradi
Alissa Berth
Sierra Heathler Bishop
Shana Borece
Erin Morgan Broatch
Patrick Burttard
Matthew M Burnside
Carisse Black
Hanna Dallone
William Burke Ceniale
Daniel H Choi
Alexander Chantaly
Jami Chen
Rushan Chen
Christopher Jordan Choi
Saanri Cundu
Graham Stewart Norris Crownback
Miles Harrison Curry
Jentis Dai
Sara LeResor Hendlo-Daley
Ron Kevin Rosario Dimaano
John R Dodson
Parthanarathy Kayalan Echambadi
Hannah Echt
Laura E Ellington
Ryan Endres
Alex Fish
Victoria Grace Fox
Luke Fraker
Jill Freeman
Leah Fulmer
Xinyu Gao
Erica Gardner
Samuel Issamid Gehman

Vivian Griffee
Tian Guo
He Guo
Shuham Gupta
Kathryn N Gaye
Michael Henderson
Josephine Hines
Eric Hobert
Evan Hodsdon
Michelle Elizabeth Hokans
Dara Lynn Hom
Weijun Hu
Yen-Hsuan Huang
Matthew Michael James
Edwin Shengjian Jiang
Linghao Jiang
Linning Jiang
Justin Thomas Johnson
Katherine Johnstom
Lukas Palm Jossiak
Jack Lee Khuu
Kanada Kinzim
David Hock
Timothy Jonson
Amanda Yurim Lee
Gilwoo Lee
Justin Ho Lee
Lea Liew
Jong-Yo Joe Linn
Baham Lim
Bethlee Limog
Tiffani Steves Lo
Vineth Logathan
Liang Luo
Ashwarya Ramesh Mandamouni
Kanishka Rammesh Mandyam
Kereng Tang
Tyler Mi
Taya Miller
Benjamin A Mishkin
Klara Mitteilstaidt
Gina Moore
Chandra Sekar Narayanan
Miya Kaye Nabatnarthara
Caffin B O Connor
Federico Paredes Garza
Alston B Parmesh
Arpit Patel
Kylie Anderson Pierce
Jonathan J Pfeifer
Samuel Revon
Thomas Sacchetti
Conor Clinton Sayres
Heather Shen
Yuanyuan Shi
Zhao Shui
Daniel Jacob Shtitsko
Jessica Shtih
Angela Steineck
Aparu Suman
Tiange Tang
Kaming Tao
Makory Taylor
Vinayak Thaplyal
Olivia Thomas
Darshana Thota
Yuma Justine Tsu
Akiro Watsa De Rios
Jeremy Vercillo
Anand Wang
Jie Wang
Xingye Wang
Xin Ye
Xianjia Yang
Xiaowei Yang
Yiwei Zhang
Lingyue Zhang
Claire Zarakas
Chaoyi Yang
Xin Xu
Liang Xu
Jing Xu
Yun Xie
Christopher Wilhelm
Ronald A Wilson
Erika Yuuki Wolfe
Yuxiong Yang
Yun Xie
Jing Xu
Liang Xu
Xin Ye
Chao Yao
Tianyang Yang
Claire Zarakas
Pavel Zemlyanski
Linpeng Zhang
Qin Ye Zhang
Shengding Zhang
Yuehui Zhang
Wei Zhao
Yue Zhao
Jacqueline Wenyu Zhou
Suile Zhou
Megan L Smith
Karen C Snowden
Michelle Solomon
Bethany Joy Sparkle
Erek Steadman
Lisa Catherine Stewart
Emily Joanne Stone
Jemma L Stratton
Alisa T Strayer
Laura Sturm
Maximilian Sughrua
Rosanna L Sze
Maro Ter-Ogannisyan
Nicholas Thunder
Eva L Torres
Gabriela Torres Figueroa
Jama Toure
Lauren T Tran
Vi Tran
Raqeal Triplett
Rachel Trotter
Vanessa M Utri
Lauren Vanwormer
Lucia Vaneta
Jessica Watanabe
Alexia Wagner-Rasmussen
Emily Welschied
Allisa Wehrman
Samantha Dee Wells
Katelin Westfall
Megan Wilky
Alanna Williams
Crystal Williams
Holy Kathryn Williams
Blaise Wittnauer-Lee
Sierra L Wollen
Morgan Wright-Johnson
Kelsey Yale
Ariel Young
Ayan Yousuf
Miriam Hanifa Zeghmi
Alfredo Zemelkas
Aya Zouhri

MASTER OF SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Brendan Tomas Anderson
Samuel Azare
Shannon Aves
Muhu Chen
Yife Du
Yukun Fan
Yang Huang
Lars Isaksaetre
Rashmi Jawale
Nahoa Jung Ho Landreth Jette
Pujia
I-Ting Ka
Harsh Kumar
Krit Ying Lam
King Yu Lau
Jing Wei Lee
Jie Liao
Annan Lin
Yu Chen Lin
Christopher Lu
Mark Mason
Michael Mathew
Asheesh Mehta
Miquel Melgarejo
Xiangfei Meng
Priyanka Mishra
Kornil Narayan
Philipp Nonnast
Kwearne Noah-Poku
Dharmat Patel
Brian Putra
Islam Ibrahim Ragab Mohamed Ali
Surbhi
Theresa Tillett
Shan-Yin Tuan
Komal Vaish
Kelly Walker
Zhihua Wang
Yuan Wei
Jiaqi Wu
Runing Zhang

MASTER OF SUPPLY CHAIN TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS
Salvador Mendosa

MASTER OF SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION
Matthew Boulanger
Karalyn CloUSER
Lauren Dingo
Sarah Rachael Gallagher
Matthew L GoodRe
Christopher Hupp
Jennifer L Kreftels
Christopher Man
Penelope St John
Barton G Treece
Curtis David Walton

MASTER OF URBAN PLANNING
Michelle Abunaja
Andres Mauricio Arjona
Jingjing Bu
Dorothy Multam
Daniel Q Munke
Saman Ning
Katherine Pedersen
Alexander Alan Phillips-White
Sarah Pullman
Mary Riddle
Chloe Shields
Charles Simpson
Sarah K Wallace
Zhengguo Xia
Xuting Yao
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

The designation “with College Honors” noted on the following pages signifies that the graduate has successfully completed the College Honors Core curricula for their college and the Departmental Honors requirements of their department. The gold and purple entwined cord is worn by graduates who have earned College Honors.

The designation “with Interdisciplinary Honors” indicates that the graduate has completed the Departmental Honors Core curricula. The purple cord is worn by those who are graduating “with Interdisciplinary Honors.”

The designation “with Honors” indicates that the graduate has completed the Departmental Honors requirements of their department. The gold and purple entwined cord is worn by graduates who have earned College Honors.

Students who double major between colleges are listed under the degree-granting college.

Following is a list of individuals granted baccalaureate degrees in Summer 2019.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates will be presented by Dean Robert C. Stacey

BACHELOR OF ARTS

WHITE TASSLE

Nuradin Abdalla, Psychology
Joceline Renae Allado, Communication
Emma M. Abraham, Political Science
Mikile Atwood Akerley, Communication
Amenah Mohammad Akeebi, Anthropology: Medical Anthropology and Global Health
Sneha Aiyer, Anthropology
Kaitlyn Ashley Albers, Art History
Matthew Tian Chi Chan, Sociology
Michael Arun Chan, American Ethnic Studies
Jenifer Ann Chaudhry, Law, Sociology, and Justice
Azam Chargui, Sociology, With Honors in Sociology
Justin Michael Charter, Communication
Thu Minh Chau, Psychology
Wai Lung, Communication
Samarthi Rose Chavez, Communication
Arya Chen, Anthropology: Medical Anthropology and Global Health
Kuan-Ting Chen, Political Science
Smita Pratap Chhetri, Political Science
Shu-chu Chen, Political Science
Yuan-Chen Chin, Interdisciplinary Visual Arts
Dasgupta Chakrabarti, Anthropology: Medical Anthropology and Global Health
Wenbo Chen, Political Science: Political Economy
Daehan Choi, Political Science: Political Economy
Jae-Eun Choi, Geography
Soo-in Choi, Communication
Marissa Yi Wen Chong, Near Eastern Studies: Culture and Civilization
Christina Hayoung Chung, Anthropology: Medical Anthropology and Global Health
Erin Minjoo Chung, Communication
Julius Joseph Coleman, Sociology
Keith Jeffrey Correa, Psychology
Julian Bick Chou, Communication
Isabel Cristina Correa Moreno, Communication
Martella Correa, Anthropology: Medical Anthropology and Global Health
Cole Matthew Coover, Political Science
Monica Garcia, History: Empire and Colonialism
Noah Michael Corrin, Psychology
Valeria Ceuta, Political Science
Jenness Jih-Pui Ouattara, Anthropology: Medical Anthropology and Global Health
Hannah Elisabeth Cutch, Anthropology: Medical Anthropology and Global Health
Joonok Daza, Sociology
Kara Noelle De Foteo, English: Creative Writing
Salma Gneys Defar, Integrated Social Sciences
Madeline Ann Delino, Comparative History of Ideas
Noelle L. Deyoung, Anthropology
Peeter Erik Doelker, International Studies: International Security
Jenny-Ding, Sociology
Claire Louise Dobler, Communication
Maximilian Yuriievich Dobromirova, Asian Languages and Cultures
Song Mi Zhong Ping Doran, Psychology
Lindsay Jean Doucet, Interdisciplinary Visual Arts
Anastasia Dymovskaya, Economics
Kaila Marie Enam, History
Darwin Charles Edmond, Biochemistry
Antia Grace Ethrall, Biochemistry
Sutan Emru, Psychology
Chris William Erickson, Political Science
Tiera Grandy Eaton, Anthropology: Medical Anthropology and Global Health
Andrew Estey, Interdisciplinary Visual Arts, With Interdisciplinary Honors in Humanities
Anna Elizabeth Evanson, Anthropology: Human Ecology and Biology
Jackson Benjamin Fair, English
Jen Cheng Fan, Psychology
Zhen-Fang Fang, Mathematics
Fanze Fanage, Biochemistry
Harrison Chase Fairley, Political Science
Anne Jeiel Salinas Fernandez, Biology
Laure Nicole Fekler, Anthropology: Medical Anthropology and Global Health
Anastasia Katrina Filimonov, Interdisciplinary Visual Arts
Nolan Louis Flannery, Mathematics
Claire Marie Fleming, Psychology
Kayleigh Ailana Flynn, Psychology
Karen Arlette Gaines Lopez, American Ethnic Studies
Bianna Lavonne Garcia, Political Science
Ricardo Gately, English: Creative Writing
Conner Wayne Gillette, Geography
Jennifer Dawn Gilligan, Sociology
Brenna Jarsy Ginda, English
Kaila Marie Gia, Sociology
Nancy Ann Goll, Integrated Social Sciences
Elizabeth M. Gomez, Mathematics
Tianyi Gong, Interdisciplinary Visual Arts
Jacob B. Gonzalez, Geography
Viktor Banke Graham, Sociology
Valentina Sicilia Lucia Great, Psychology
Lukas Janek Guerirue, Sociology, With Interdisciplinary Honors
Ashley Guadalupe Guerrero-Camps, Sociology
Bowen Guo, Communication
Yi Yao Guo, Communication
Kathryn E. Guzik, Communication
Mariane Nicole Hager, Sociology: Medical Anthropology and Global Health
Amy Michelle Hamilton, Law, Sociology, and Justice
Tabitha Star Harries, Sociology
Kendal Ann Hayes, Communication
Zoe Amye Handley, English: Creative Writing
Matthew Steven Hanna, Communication
Michael Kurt Hare, Integrated Social Sciences
Serena Hansen, Medical Anthropology and Global Health
Triasa Rae Hansen, Communication
Gabriel Noah Hardman, History
Matthew R. Harned, Psychology
Kar Sebastian Hawken, Economics
Jordan Antonas Hawkins, Political Science
Nan H. Hayek, Interdisciplinary Visual Arts
Mengyu He, Interdisciplinary Visual Arts
Ranthe He, Mathematics
Shuling He, Mathematics: Economics
Monika Katerynna Hiek, Biochemistry
Nabila Zahnahza Hirudranty Soedhiet, Law, Societies, and Justice
Connor T. Herr, Political Science: Political Economy
Mayla Marie Herrandez Collazo, Spanish
Kenneth Allen Herron, English
Morganne Page Hill, Communication
Justen Minh Ho, Anthropology: Medical Anthropology and Global Health
Karin Johnson Hoang, American Ethnic Studies
Kelsey Lourdes Hoove, Geography
Justin Timothy Hopkins, Communication
Aidan Patrick Hopkins, History
Michael Patrick Leyden, Economics
Yuejia Huo, Geography
Songul Ismailovna Izzatova, International Studies: Asian Languages and Cultures
Yijing Liu, Communication
Xiaoming Liao, Medical Anthropology and Global Health
Caroline L. Li, International Studies: International Security
Demetrious Romell Lee, Jr., Biochemistry
Ji Won Lee, Communication
Young Lee, Geography
Jiyoung Lee, Communication
Lily Beth Lee, Communication
Melanie Margaret Lee, Psychology
Schuyler Lee, Geography
Stephanie S. Lee, Sociology
Sarah V. Lenza, Cinema and Media Studies
Tanner Jay Levandoski, Communication
Ashley Lewis, American Indian Studies
Midori G. Lewis, Political Science
Michael Patrick Leyden, Economics
Hao Li, Art History
Mein Li, International Studies: Asia
Minping Li, Economics, With Honors in Economics
Mingyu Li, Sociology
Yurilin Lian, Law, Societies, and Justice
Marindhoven Liu, Mathematics
Joyce Lin, Painting and Drawing
Yijin Liu, Communication
Tort Sue Locke, Integrated Social Sciences
Juan M. Lopez Lopez, Communication
Hongtao Lou, Psychology

GABRIELLA MONIQUE JACKSON, English
TAYLOR JAMES JACKSON, Drama
KRISTIN ANN JACOBSSEN, Integrated Social Sciences
JAHMENA DAVINA JENKINS, Anthropology: Medical Anthropology and Global Health
JARIN JANG, Economics
CARL KIBLER, Anthropology: Medical Anthropology and Global Health
BETHANY TAYLOR JOHNSON, English
GEORGE LUIS KAISER, Social Sciences
ARAMEEN KHALAF, Political Science
ANDREA LEE KANATE, Anthropology
JAY MICHAEL KAMP, Biochemistry
AYUSH KARTEKAR, Mathematics
DEGMAWIT SHEAWEIT KERR, Journalism
TRACEY TAIYAN MABHAN KHUS, Political Science
BRADLEY KAZUKI KIM, Asian Languages and Cultures: Japanese
SAN HOOON KIM, Biochemistry
SOOYOON KIM, Communication
KELLY J. KIRK, Communication
Madelyn Laurel Kirven, Linguistics
MERRIDETH KIN, Individualized Studies; Psychology
MACRENES TAYLOR KITCHEN, Communication
Michele Misun Ko, Interdisciplinary Visual Arts
DANIEL D. SEAN KOROMA, English
MADISON ELIZABETH KRAIG, Law, Societies, and Justice
APISARA KRAISSERN, Communication
JESSICA BEEBE KROS, Integrated Social Sciences
CORRINA K. KRUGER, English
AUSTIN JAMES KUKAY, Geography
HYUN CHANG KUM, Interdisciplinary Visual Arts
CADERY J. Kwon, Drama
JENNY LYNNETTE LACKEY, Law, Societies, and Justice
SHING FUNG LAI, Communication
OLIVER MICHAEL LAGER, Near Eastern Studies: Languages and Cultures: International Studies
JASON MARK LEE, Law, Societies, and Justice
CELESTINE C. LE, Anthropology
MIA THANH LE, Anthropology: Medical Anthropology and Global Health
CARRIE-ANN NG, Integrated Social Sciences
DEMETRIUS ROMELL LEE, Jr., Biochemistry
JI Won Lee, Communication
JQUIREN LEE, Geography
JURENEE LEE, Communication
LILY BETHEL LEE, Communication
MELANIE MARGARET LEE, Psychology
SCHEYLING LEE, Geography
STEPHANIE S. LEE, Sociology
SATISH V. LENZA, Cinema and Media Studies
TANNER JAY LEVANDOSKI, Communication
ASHLEY LEWIS, American Indian Studies
MIDORI G. LEWIS, Political Science
MICHAEL PATRICK LEYDEN, Economics
HAO LI, Art History
MEIN LI, International Studies: Asia
MINPING LI, Economics, With Honors in Economics
MINGYU LI, Sociology
YURILIN LIAN, Law, Societies, and Justice
MARINDOHUN LIU, Mathematics
JOYCE LIN, Painting and Drawing
YIJIN LIU, Communication
TORTSUE LOCKE, Integrated Social Sciences
JUAN M. LOPEZ LOPEZ, Communication
HONGTAO LOU, Psychology
### Baccalaureate Degrees

**College of Built Environments**

**Blue Violet Tassel**

Candidates will be presented by Dean Renée Cherrin

**Bachelor of Arts**

Michael John Fernandez, Architectural Design

**Bachelor of Science in Construction Management**

Michael John Fernandez

### College of Education

**Light Blue Tassel**

Candidates will be presented by Dean Mia Tuan

**Bachelor of Arts**

Natalie Rose Bangs, Early Childhood and Family Studies: Teaching and Learning

Hannah Marie Casarona, Early Childhood and Family Studies: Teaching and Learning

Kelli Irene Cotton, Early Childhood and Family Studies: Teaching and Learning

Bailey Marie Crow, Early Childhood and Family Studies

Kaya F. Galloway, Early Childhood and Family Studies

Isabella Alexandra Garcia, Early Care and Education: Teaching and Learning

Margaret Anne Heard, Early Childhood and Family Studies

Nan Hett, Early Childhood and Family Studies: Teaching and Learning

Grace Wimon Kastner, Early Childhood and Family Studies

Liu Li, Early Childhood and Family Studies

Kevin Jamir Loyal, Education, Communities, and Organizations

María Martínez-Alcón, Education, Communities, and Organizations: Spanish

Sandra Brett Maszak, Education, Communities, and Organizations: Communication

Katrina Belder Mendoza, Early Childhood and Family Studies

Jenni Rose Mitchell, Early Care and Education: Teaching and Learning

Paula Mohammad, Early Childhood and Family Studies: Teaching and Learning

Zoe Vasilea Ors, Early Childhood and Family Studies

Sheryl Pereira, Early Childhood and Family Studies

Abigail Lee Pew, Early Childhood and Family Studies

Jiachang Song, Education, Communities, and Organizations

Melissa Ann Stevenson, Early Childhood and Family Studies

Catherine Ann Voss, Early Childhood and Family Studies

### Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Najam Omar Ali

Win H. Aung

Hugo Hendrik Baldner

Paulos Gebrezgabher Ibiengere

Michael Oliver Jorcke

Tae Young Li

Zheng Hong Yan

Samar Neqessi Tegsey

Feng Wei

### Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Nao Yao Mai

### Bachelor of Science in Human Centered Design & Engineering

Owla Mohammad

Jaipreet Singh Naran

Kathryn Marie Peach

Nathaniel Bruck Solomon, Human-Computer Interaction

Colin Ross Youngblood

Ching Ting Yu, Delta Science

### Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering

Pradiptra Nanumhat

### Bachelor of Science in Materials Science & Engineering

Anthony R. Baussiekiel

Andrew Victor Haskin

Arthur N. Beausoleil

Gillian Amaretti Randall, Nanoscience and Molecular Engineering Option

Gillian Amaretti Randall, Nanoscience and Molecular Engineering Option, With Honors in Materials Science and Engineering

Nanoscience and Molecular Engineering

Rebecca Lee Renthrow

### Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Kristin Beth Anderson

Travis H. King

Dakota Craig Martinson

Stephen A. Phillips

Malcolm C. Ponomar

Nataleniersm Prontra

Zubair Tabe

Nikola M. Munday Warrer, Mechatronics Option

Zachary W. Wildllin
BACOLARATE DEGREES

COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT

GOLDEN YELLOW TASSEL

RUSSET TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by Dean Lisa J. Graumlich

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Sydney Else Barnes-Grant, Environmental Studies
Gabriela Vera Chiczuk, Environmental Studies
Nicholas Manuel Hanson, Environmental Studies
Jacob Turner Huskey, Environmental Studies
Gengyan Li, Earth and Space Sciences
Emile Paige Metz, Environmental Studies, With Honors in Environmental Studies
Taylor Odneal, Environmental Studies
Jennifer Perez, Environmental Studies
Meghan Lille Strom, Environmental Studies

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Afagh Binti Amil, Earth and Space Sciences: Geology
Shawnee Azamian, Environmental Science and Terrestrial Resource Management
Hye Yoon Bang, Earth and Space Sciences: Geology
Lea Rezae Aslaei, Environmental Science and Terrestrial Resource Management
Liu Zhaomei, Environmental Science and Terrestrial Resource Management
Emily Nicole Bundick, Earth and Space Sciences: Environmental Science
Austin Joel Bumry, Aquatic and Fishery Sciences
Connor John Castro, Environmental Science and Terrestrial Resource Management
Cody Brandon Chaussee, Earth and Space Sciences: Geology
Deanita Christina Crouser, Earth and Space Sciences: Geology
Terrestrial Resource Management
Microbiology

ROYAL BLUE TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by Orr & Janet Smith Dean Frank Hodge

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Joanna Lizet Azul, Marketing
Olivia Caroline Bloom, Accounting
Young Won Cha, Marketing
Ruth Mira Chen, Marketing
Leija Cui, Finance
Kayan C. Daley, Marketing
Ngoc Le Minh Dang, Marketing; Information Systems
Natalie Joseph Dean, Dean
Heather Dickson
Matthew William Haberlach, Finance
Kevin Nathaniel Hammon, Information Systems
Sarah Marie Hanan, Marketing; Accounting
Nicholas Jacob Harman, Finance
Brendan Harris, Finance
Yuninda Maya Hil, Accounting
Kritpat Jindanorraset, Finance
Michael Angelo Jitla, Finance
Mela Jordan
Amruth Kumar, Finance
Richard Alexander Larsen, Marketing; Finance
Vania Mendicadb, Marketing
Edwin A. Mongeraz, Marketing
Rachael Dorothy Loo, Marketing; Operations and Supply Chain Management
Cody Pinac Houna Martinez, Marketing
William John Moloney, Finance
Nathan Ng, Finance
Samuel Thomas O’Brien
Caleb J. Olson, Accounting
Kyle Robert Phibey, Marketing
Mark Viktorodish Polodorn, Accounting
Ashlyn Rosemary Reid, Information Systems
Jeffrey William Roberts, Accounting
Jose Luis Rodriguez, Jr., Marketing
Andrew Thomas Roger, Finance
Elise Miranda Rosenfeld, Operations and Supply Chain Management
Jannofan Sarieddine, Accounting
Collin Young Timmons, Finance

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATICS

Zosha Marbin Colah, Human-Computer Interaction, Data Science
David Gordon Danley, Human-Computer Interaction
Krista A. Desposato
James Marshall Durfitt III
Nicholas Karl Kolekow, Information Architecture
Nicole Simone Kuhn
Jacoby Lu, Data Science
Andrew Thomas Roger
Chevy N Z Swanson
Anni Yan

MICHAEOP L G. FOSTER SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Haley Lewis Redington, Earth and Space Sciences: Geology
Nicole Safiedine, Earth and Space Sciences: Biology
Naemara Vajpahattana, Earth and Space Sciences: Biology
Edouard Alberto Valdiviez, Earth and Space Sciences: Geology
Ethan Weatton, Aquatic and Fishery Sciences, With Honors in Aquatic and Fishery Sciences
Emily Madeleine Wilson, Earth and Space Sciences: Physics
Danielle Alexandra Z Berg, Marine Biology

THE INFORMATION SCHOOL

LEMON TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by Dean Anirid K. Day

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICINE

Zosha Marbin Colah, Human-Computer Interaction, Data Science
David Gordon Danley, Human-Computer Interaction
Krista A. Desposato
Jasmin S. Manjara
Nicholas Karl Kolekow, Information Architecture
Nicole Simone Kuhn
Jacoby Lu, Data Science
Andrew Thomas Roger
Chevy N Z Swanson
Anni Yan

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

GREEN TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by Associate Dean Sara Kim

BACHELOR OF CLINICAL HEALTH SERVICES

Brian P. Andrew
Kesley Anne Bickler
Andora Brown
Tyler Anderson Burgett
Matthew S. Carey
Kritpat Jindanorraset, Finance
Grace A. Drasculan
Rachel E. Emsley
Kerstin Fowler
Nathan Friedrichs
Alana Freese
Jenni L. Griffith
Brittany Eileen Hager
Angela M. Harold
Victor Manuel Hernandez Pineida
Michael Johnson
Frank Martinez, Jr.
Stephanie Rosewicz McOydmour
Andrew Kelly Merrick
Leslie Moog
Cameron Rex Mortensen
Ramirez Perez
Alison Joy Pettinger
Joshua T. Polino
Anita Powell
Molly Reque
Lauren Christine Robinson
Manolis Salazar
Scott H. Smith
Theodore Thomas
Roy Uyeno
Stephanie K. Vickery
Stephen P. Wheeler
Jared Mason Zacher

SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE

APRICOT TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by Dean Azita Emami

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Michele Anikrin
Elizabeth Blidin
Chad Perry Boyer
Trevor J. Brown
Megan J. Bull
Dustin Slentz Byrne
Timothy Calambrong
Carlos Alberto Martin Chavez
Carla Coble
Deann C. Cromp

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Katherine Kirby Davis
Erin Amanda Deffenbaugh
Shoko Espirnza
Katherine Elizabeth Fletcher
Joanna M. Gacek
Katharine Julia Galvias
Katharine Lorraine Gibson
Jessica Renee Glass
Christine Leigh Goodrich
Taryn Marie Hair
Jenny Shirenee Han
Brandi Hety
Chelsie Lynn Lovegren
Holl M. Machtmer
El Maukash
Deborah Jill Mesel
Alyetta Niccolette Mendez
Jenny Rose Nepom
Kathleen Norman
Avery O’Hara
Agatha Oleksak
Andrea Ann O’Neil
Candice Lynn Orfso
Mia Ryan Palmsano
Eva Jane Paquette
Lizzbeth Perez
Aurora Louise Peterson
Coleen Therese Pollock
Jack C. Prugh
Laurel Marie Steichen
Sarah Bly Stockwell
Sandi Gia Ts
Cristy Theriault
Maren Thronson
Kathy Thinh Vo Knapp
Alison Julia Knight Wood

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

SALMON PINK TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by Dean Hilary Godwin

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Richard James Durro, Jr., Public Health-Global Health
Navidulah Hamidi, Public Health-Global Health; Political Science
Jesus Ricardo Holguin, Public Health-Global Health
Mikeline Kazmi, Public Health-Global Health
Emily K. Mayor, Public Health-Global Health
Nin Ho Nguyen, Public Health-Global Health
Shelby Heyer, Public Health-Global Health
Shelby Joye Posey, Public Health-Global Health
Deepakha Tapu, Public Health-Global Health
Kenneth Ito Tran, Public Health-Global Health
Hannah Hon Na Wong, Public Health-Global Health
Justice J. Wornum, Public Health-Global Health

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Hena Anil Ahmed-Said, Public Health-Global Health
Ali Mohamed Aalamedi, Public Health-Global Health
Halya Zena Birinde, Public Health-Global Health
Gloria C. Ibe, Public Health-Global Health
Justine Neemie Manceaux, Environmental Health
Brina Lynne Raul, Environmental Health
Phan Huu Su, Environmental Health
Angela Yuan Zhu, Environmental Health

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

CITRON TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by Dean Edwina S. Uliha

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Rebecca Michael, Social Welfare
FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF INDIVIDUALS GRANTED BACCALAUREATE DEGREES IN AUTUMN 2019.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Candidates will be presented by the College of Arts and Sciences at the annual fall convocation.

WHITE TASSLE

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Bing Bai,
Andre Lorenzo Baccellia,
Germanics
Alec Christopher Dietz,
Communication:
Jennily Guiting Diaz,
Cinema and Media Studies
Ryan Michael Degr
Arya Daryabary,
Anthropology: Medical
Cinema and Media Studies
Danielle Edquid Dang,
Art
Janine Crosland,
Sasha Brenee Cordier,
History: War and Society
Joseph Albert Comin,
Jamie-Lee Collman,
Political Science: Political
John Carl Clark,
History
Steven Gim-Loong Chin,
English: Creative Writing
Yinan Chen,
Economics
Han Chen,
Geography
Yu-Hsuan Chang,
Maria Luisa Capella-Morales,
Geography
Political Science: Political
Comparative Religion
Melissa Ann Arnold,
Zane Essa Al-Salem,
Political Science: Political
Khalifa Mohammed K. A. Al-Maslamani,
Adam Haim Alkalai,
Sarah J. Alagi,
Geography; Community,
WHITE TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by

COLLEGE OF ARTS

Following is a list of individuals granted baccalaureate degrees in Autumn 2019.

Ananya Dontula,
Eric Ben Doci,
Chemistry
Donald Ray Beavers, Jr.,
Interdisciplinary Honors

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Psychology

Ananya Dontula,
Pai Pang,
Communication; Psychology

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Philosophy, With Honors in

Economics

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Political Science; Law, Societies, and Justice

Candidate's degrees are presented in the following current order:

Jade N. Fournier,
Kasey James French,
Elizabeth A. Turnbull, Communication: Journalism
Jacob Edward Turpin, Economics
Jessica Jo Udoffitch, Communication
Alexandria Diane C. Van Belle, Integrated Social Sciences
Tomans Ethans Vilimigos, History: War and Society
Esterline Litha Gray, Gender, Women, and Sexuality Studies
Arin Thi Tuoc Vo, Biochemistry
Chau Minh Vi, Interdisciplinary Visual Arts
Michael William Wallace, Art
Qinhui Wan, Mathematics
Haocong Wang, Economics
Jiayi Wang, Communication
Shishang Wang, Mathematics
Yen-Kai Wang, Economics
Yikan Wang, Mathematics
Yipu Wang, Economics
Ziyang Wang, International Studies: Asia
Mawwail Alexander Wachoski, Cinema and Media Studies
Paul R. Wasson, Chemistry
Zhuoyang Wei, Anthropology: Anthropology of Globalization
Joy Marley Wethington, History
Yueheng Weng, Cinema and Media Studies
Yuang Weng, Economics
Juliane Nicole Werner, International Studies: General: Spanish
Janessa Reagan Weynands, Economics
Laura Denise William, Integrated Social Sciences
Chad Taylor Wollaston, Communication
Anne Elizabeth Wright, Political Science
Jaisal Ta Wull, Communication
Jahan Wu, Mathematics
Taylor Jordan Wylde, Anthropology: Medical Anthropology and Global Health
Ziyi Xia, Philosophy
Ran Yan, International Studies: General
Xinyu Yao, Economics
Xin Jie Yeoh, Economics
Ziying Wang, International Studies: Asia
Yipu Wang, Economics
Shichen Wang, Mathematics
Martin S. Wang, Computer Science
Shuning Yu, Economics
Yiyin Zhang, Computer Science
Phoenix Corbin Youngman, Biology: Molecular, Cellular, and Development
Nathan Douglas Presley, Economics
Weimin Pang, Computer Science
Wenjia Zhang, Communication
Yiyang Zhang, Art
Kela Zhao, Cinema and Media Studies; Comparative Literature
Yan Zhao, Biology: Physiology
Han Zhen, International Studies: Asia
Yifan Zhong, Psychology
BACHELOR OF DESIGN
BROWN TESSEL
Timothy Daniel Kwan, Interaction Design
Adam Elaine Levy, Industrial Design
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
BROWN TESSEL
Page Hashimoto Fukuhara, Photomedia
Shen Li, Interdisciplinary Visual Arts
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
PINK TESSEL
Jacob Kyle Caspe, Voice, With Interdisciplinary Honors
Zaras Edan Vektor, Guitar
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
GOLDEN YELLOW TESSEL
Alejandro Akbary, Computer Science
Page Stearns Alampi, Psychology
Kenny Ny Adler, Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and Conservation
Nancy Al Mohand, Biology: Molecular, Cellular, and Development
Isabella Spencer Akton, Computer Science
Alexander J. Barn, Computer Science
Mongolia Bi Boldirens, Microbiology
Cameron Jacob Bendikson, Biology: Molecular, Cellular, and Development
Amulya Bhattarai, Computer Science
Lina L. Boyko, Biology: General
Patrick John Brad, Chemistry
Yibo Cao, Computer Science
Benjamin Daniel Celis, Computer Science
Wen Yao Chang, Computer Science
Jaewon Chang, Economics
Kai-Wei Chang, Computer Science
Camille Pfeiffer Chapman, Physics: Applied Physics
Deng Chen, Computer Science: Data Science
Hung Chen, Biology: Molecular, Cellular, and Development
Tina Chen, Computer Science, With Interdisciplinary Honors
Dmitry Chernousov, Computer Science
Jaeke William Cinnamone, Microbiology
Zachary Michael Clark, Biology: General
Cameron Louis Cook, Biology: Molecular, Cellular, and Development
Katherine Mackenzie Czuchren, Speech and Hearing Sciences
Andrew Michael Conwell, Biology: General
Cameron Louis Cook, Biology: Molecular, Cellular, and Development
Marshall R. Cooper, Computer Science
Cynthia D. Davis, Computer Science
Yihan Das, Economics
Christian Ngoc Dao, Sr., Biology: Physiology
Siyao Ding, Computer Science
Erica Eugenia Dook, Computer Science: Data Science
Andrew Edward Doolittle, Computer Science
Riley Jay Gummert, Computer Science
Jessica Elizabeth Guez, Interdisciplinary Honors
Alane Marie Guerard, Biochemistry
Rohan Singh Gulati, Computer Science
Liya Monforte Ewing, Speech and Hearing Sciences: Communication Disorders
Natalie Finty Fitch, Computer Science
Kasey James French, Physics: Comprehensive Physics
Nicholas G. Fulcher, Biology: General
Timothy Richard Gaynor, Jr., Speech and Hearing Sciences: Communication Disorders
Peter Jay Gummert, Computer Science
Eric Fu, Computer Science
Erik Johnson, Computer Science: Data Science
Aparna Liisa Hall, Computer Science
Lauran Tetsuko Hall, Psychology, With Honors in Psychology
Burlea Han, Microbiology
Emma Rose Harrison, Computer Science
Brian Sherman Henderson, Computer Science
Jonathan D. Henrykisen, Computer Science
Ibrahim Aden Hera, Biology: Molecular, Cellular, and Development
Sarah L. Hollander, Microbiology
Sami Muhamed Nakaishi Hori, Economics
Weikai Hu, Computer Science
Dylan Patrick Jeffery, Physics: Applied Physics
Daniel Daniel Khumm Amir Khan, Microbiology
Daniel Michael Ketby, Physics: Applied Physics
Eric Matthew Koepfer, Computer Science
Yanying Kong, Applied and Computational Mathematical Sciences: Discrete Mathematics and Algorithms
Klemen Kozar, Computer Science
Timothy Daniel Kwan, Computer Science
Karanpreet Kaur, Biology: General
Miles Riley Keating, Physics: Applied Physics
Damiatmn Khan, Microbiology
Daniel Michael Ketby, Physics: Applied Physics
Eric Matthew Koepfer, Computer Science
Yanying Kong, Applied and Computational Mathematical Sciences: Discrete Mathematics and Algorithms
Klemen Kozar, Computer Science
Timothy Daniel Kwan, Computer Science
Wayne Lai, Physics: Comprehensive Physics
Astronomy
Alexander Thomas Lake, Biology: General
Marta Marja Levkova, Anthropology: Medical Anthropology and Global Health
Liu Lu, Computer Science
Brenda Joyce Li, Biology: Physiology
Luning Li, Psychology
Ruiyang Li, Biology: Molecular, Cellular, and Development
Shen Li, Interdisciplinary Visual Arts
Wei Liao, Computer Science
Giacomo Liu, Mathematics
Kini Li, Computer Science
Stuyuan Li, Mathematics
Timmy Lu, Computer Science: Applied and Computational Mathematical Sciences: Data Science and Statistics
Eric Lynch, Biology: General
Benjamin MacMillan, Computer Science
John Justin Magnus, Computer Science
Melissa Clara Maien, Biology: Molecular, Cellular, and Development
Anurag Mantrala, Computer Science
Sarah Alexandra Marshall, Computer Science
Timothy Thankachan Mathew, Physics: Comprehensive Physics
Peter James Matulich, Biochemistry
Kyle Philippe McKinney, Physics: Applied Physics
Tian Tian Mie Tetzgar, Computer Science
Braydon Xavier Morris, Biology: Molecular, Cellular, and Development
William Austin Morris, Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and Conservation
Jacob Kenneth Murphy, Computer Science
Kanji Robert Nakamichi, Chemistry
Tina Biochemistry, Physics: Comprehensive Physics
Emi Sadachiko Nakamura, Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and Conservation
Steven Nash, Economics, With Honors in Economics
Liam Obuse Naughton, Biology: General
Gai Harshia Neti, Computer Science: Data Science
Thao D. Ngo, Physics: Applied Physics
Mike Tran Do Nguyen, Biology: General
Chen Ng, Computer Science
David Christian Nosack, Economics: Computer Science
Tyler L. Olszens, Computer Science
David A. Olsen, Physics: Comprehensive Physics
Ryosuke Tsuchida, Computer Science
Suja Pan, Computer Science
Ram Pang, Applied and Computational Mathematical Sciences: Data Science and Computational and Numerical Algorithms
Westley Pang, Computer Science: Data Science
Lisa Anne Petrier, Physics: Comprehensive Physics
Nicholas J. Porter, Computer Science
Jonathan Douglas Presley, Biochemistry
Alane Marie Guerard, Biochemistry
Carlin R. Savo, Computer Science
Elliot Torres Sanger, Chemistry
Matthew Sauer, Computer Science
Caillin R. Savo, Computer Science
Dilbara Seiltative, Biology: General
Jim An San, Computer Science
Elliot Torres Sanger, Chemistry
Matthew Sauer, Computer Science
Caillin R. Savo, Computer Science
Dilbara Seiltative, Biology: General
Luke T. Shepherd, Psychology
Tianyu Shi, Physics: Applied Physics
Takahiro Shiraishi, Biology: Molecular, Cellular, and Development
Farzam Shokouhiyan, Biochemistry
Sathwik Shukla, Computer Science
Zhaozhuhan Zakahnas Siddikai, Mathematics
Benjamin Simpson, Biology: Plant
Shravash Singh, Computer Science
Jacob Carter Slavik, Biology: Physiology
Caleb Wilson Smith, Physics: Applied Physics
Brandon David Spicer, Physics: Comprehensive Physics
Linnea A. Stavney, Biology: General
Brandy Krueckers Stree, Physics: Applied Physics
Samuel Frederick Steinbock, Computer Science
Data Science
Stephen Long Stemberg, Neuroscience; Biochemistry
Zoel Michael Sukin, Biology: General
Chao Tan, Computer Science
James Morrison Taylor, Chemistry
Kevin C. T. Thanh, Computer Science
Andrew Lee Thompson, Computer Science
Derek Thompson, Computer Science
David Hong Ton, Biology: General
Thu Nhi Tran-Thien, Computer Science
Kristina Elisa Tuca, Biology: Physiology
Jaime Nareshundra Vaghavaha, Computer Science
Anzoor Cajupiyan Valdez, Biology: Molecular, Cellular, and Development
Jimmy Lynn Vang, Computer Science
Andrea Isabel Verduzco, Chemistry
Robert John Wallace, Chemistry
Kevin C. T. Thanh, Computer Science
Andrew Lee Thompson, Computer Science
Derek Thompson, Computer Science
David Hong Ton, Biology: General
BACHELOR OF ARTS
MIKAELA BARTHY, ARCHITECTURE
BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
BACHELOR OF ARTS
MEYAMMAR BEDWICK, EARLY CHILDHOOD AND FAMILY STUDIES: TEACHING AND LEARNING
Trais Jeffrey Bright, Education, Communities and Organizations
Mikaela Martina Chavez, Education, Communities and Organizations
Stephanie Marie Edwards, Early Childhood and Family Studies
Bridgitt Elizabeth Hamilton, Early Childhood and Family Studies
Makemre Leigh Hasenauer, Education, Communities and Organizations
Fatmazehra Naushadali Hirji, Early Childhood and Family Studies
Megumi Masako-Moehliman Hosaka, Education, Communities and Organizations
Dance Bridgette Ann Johnson, Education, Communities and Organizations
Alarina Malaka Lafferty, Early Childhood and Family Studies: Teaching and Learning
Jane Lu, Education, Communities, and Organizations: Psychology
Emma Faith Miller, Education, Communities, and Organizations: Psychology
Kandace Renee Nelson, Early Childhood and Family Studies
Meghan Maureen O’Meara, Education, Communities and Organizations
Lidia Benesic Sanchez, Education, Communities and Organizations
Hero Bromwyn McKellar Sinclair-Wagner, Education, Communities and Organizations
Francis Rose Trai, Education, Communities, and Organizations
Anthony Phuc Tran, Education, Communities and Organizations
Monica Janeh Vera-Alvarez, Education, Communities and Organizations
Keni L. White, Early Childhood and Family Studies: Teaching and Learning
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BACALHAU DEGREES
BLUE TESSEL
Candidates will be presented by Dean Raniee Cheng
BACHELOR OF ARTS
MIKAELA BARTHY, ARCHITECTURE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Abigail Al, Public Health-Global Health
Kyle Nichols Cornell, Environmental Health
Mariah Mai Hui Ditimore, Environmental Health
Francis Haeg Kim, Environmental Health

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Claire S. Lundford, Public Health-Global Health
Natalie M. Nichols, Public Health-Global Health
Alma C. Penca, Public Health-Global Health
Alexander Riley, Public Health-Global Health

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
SALMON PINK TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by
Dean Hillary Godwin

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Abigail Al, Public Health-Global Health
Kyle Nichols Cornell, Environmental Health
Mariah Mai Hui Ditimore, Environmental Health
Francis Haeg Kim, Environmental Health

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Claire S. Lundford, Public Health-Global Health
Natalie M. Nichols, Public Health-Global Health
Alma C. Penca, Public Health-Global Health
Alexander Riley, Public Health-Global Health

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
CITRON TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by
Dean Edwin S. Uehara

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Moniah Gabrielle Tejada, Social Welfare
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Yuting Chen, Earth and Space Sciences
Madeleine Eve Eppel, Environmental Studies
Jia Hui Huang, Environmental Science
Madeline O’Dwyer, Environmental Science
James Michael Scukas, Oceanography
Owen Emil Farrington Vogeli, Marine Biology
Chelsea Lynn Van Landeghen, Aquatic and Fishery Sciences
James Reid霖, Earth and Space Sciences
Jiaxin Liu, Accounting
Iris Shayo Li, Finance
Jianxin Liu, Accounting
Kara Grace Wilson, Earth and Space Sciences
Kara Grace Wilson, Earth and Space Sciences
Kevin Zhao, Finance

MICHAELE G. FOSTER
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

ROYAL BLUE TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by
Ori & Janet Smith Dean Frank Hodge

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Kainara Abramchuk, Marketing
Joshua Paul Aker, Marketing
Khalil Payam Al Mohany, Human Resources
Nikki Aminpour, Accounting
Kwassi Dzomo, Entrepreneurship
Samah Baatarchuul, Finance
River Roosevelt Baker, Finance
Christopher James Beadlin, Information Systems
Maria Bessouova, Accounting, Information Systems
Ruan Alexander Bohoros, Finance, Information Systems
Tirzah D. Boyle
Kilian Briendard, Operations and Supply Chain Management, Information Systems
Mary Katerina Cardone, Information Systems
Calvin Guan Lin Chian, Information Systems
Firdaus Chekurion, Human Resources Management
Evan Yee-Fung Choi, Finance
Isabella Elisa Lopez, Information Systems
Jenni Xiaojie Liu, Information Systems
Consuelo Hsiao Chi Juan, Human Resources Management
Jason Robert Crandall, Accounting
Kathryn Calyce Czyzewski, Accounting, Information Systems
Josephine Meng Dang, Finance, Information Systems
Aizhara Isabella de la Cruz, Accounting
Ben K. Delay, Finance, Management Systems
Kevin Asuncion Diego, Accounting
Alice Luoyan Guan, Finance
Carl J. Dunlap, Marketing
Maria Andreea Ene, Information Systems, Finance

THE INFORMATION SCHOOL

LEMON TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by
Dean Adrian D. Kye

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATICS

Mourad Abdelsalam Heddaya, Computer Science

ROSE TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by
Dean Lisa J. Graumlich

BACHELOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Pierce B. Meseke, Conservation Biology
Sarah Maas Monsrud, Conservation Biology
Morgen B. Meseke, Conservation Biology
Colin W. Rhodes, Conservation Biology
Nathan C. Schneid, Conservation Biology
Landon Spaw, Conservation Biology
Nathan Lee Thomas, Conservation Biology
Bac Hoang Tran, Conservation Biology
Muyuran Tu, Conservation Biology

COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT

GOLDEN YELLOW TASSEL

RUSSET TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by
Dean Lisa J. Graumlich

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Megan Renee Ellis, Environmental Science and Terrestrial Resource Management

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Katie Rose Spires, Environmental Studies, With Honors in Environmental Studies
Heather Nicole Schronce, Environmental Studies
Jia Hui Huang, Environmental Science
Madeline Eve Eppel, Environmental Studies
Dean Lisa J. Graumlich, Environmental Studies

MICHAEL G. FOSTER
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

ROYAL BLUE TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by
Ori & Janet Smith Dean Frank Hodge

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Kainara Abramchuk, Marketing
Joshua Paul Aker, Marketing
Khalil Payam Al Mohany, Human Resources
Nikki Aminpour, Accounting
Kwassi Dzomo, Entrepreneurship
Samah Baatarchuul, Finance
River Roosevelt Baker, Finance
Christopher James Beadlin, Information Systems
Maria Bessouova, Accounting, Information Systems
Ruan Alexander Bohoros, Finance, Information Systems
Tirzah D. Boyle
Kilian Briendard, Operations and Supply Chain Management, Information Systems
Mary Katerina Cardone, Information Systems
Calvin Guan Lin Chian, Information Systems
Firdaus Chekurion, Human Resources Management
Evan Yee-Fung Choi, Finance
Isabella Elisa Lopez, Information Systems
Jenni Xiaojie Liu, Information Systems
Consuelo Hsiao Chi Juan, Human Resources Management
Jason Robert Crandall, Accounting
Kathryn Calyce Czyzewski, Accounting, Information Systems
Josephine Meng Dang, Finance, Information Systems
Aizhara Isabella de la Cruz, Accounting
Ben K. Delay, Finance, Management Systems
Kevin Asuncion Diego, Accounting
Alice Luoyan Guan, Finance
Carl J. Dunlap, Marketing
Maria Andreea Ene, Information Systems, Finance

THE INFORMATION SCHOOL

LEMON TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by
Dean Adrian D. Kye

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATICS

Mourad Abdelsalam Heddaya, Computer Science

ROSE TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by
Dean Lisa J. Graumlich

BACHELOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Pierce B. Meseke, Conservation Biology
Sarah Maas Monsrud, Conservation Biology
Morgen B. Meseke, Conservation Biology
Colin W. Rhodes, Conservation Biology
Nathan C. Schneid, Conservation Biology
Landon Spaw, Conservation Biology
Nathan Lee Thomas, Conservation Biology
Bac Hoang Tran, Conservation Biology
Muyuran Tu, Conservation Biology

COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT

GOLDEN YELLOW TASSEL

RUSSET TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by
Dean Lisa J. Graumlich

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Megan Renee Ellis, Environmental Science and Terrestrial Resource Management

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Katie Rose Spires, Environmental Studies, With Honors in Environmental Studies
Heather Nicole Schronce, Environmental Studies
Jia Hui Huang, Environmental Science
Madeline Eve Eppel, Environmental Studies
Dean Lisa J. Graumlich, Environmental Studies

MICHAEL G. FOSTER
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

ROYAL BLUE TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by
Ori & Janet Smith Dean Frank Hodge

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Kainara Abramchuk, Marketing
Joshua Paul Aker, Marketing
Khalil Payam Al Mohany, Human Resources
Nikki Aminpour, Accounting
Kwassi Dzomo, Entrepreneurship
Samah Baatarchuul, Finance
River Roosevelt Baker, Finance
Christopher James Beadlin, Information Systems
Maria Bessouova, Accounting, Information Systems
Ruan Alexander Bohoros, Finance, Information Systems
Tirzah D. Boyle
Kilian Briendard, Operations and Supply Chain Management, Information Systems
Mary Katerina Cardone, Information Systems
Calvin Guan Lin Chian, Information Systems
Firdaus Chekurion, Human Resources Management
Evan Yee-Fung Choi, Finance
Isabella Elisa Lopez, Information Systems
Jenni Xiaojie Liu, Information Systems
Consuelo Hsiao Chi Juan, Human Resources Management
Jason Robert Crandall, Accounting
Kathryn Calyce Czyzewski, Accounting, Information Systems
Josephine Meng Dang, Finance, Information Systems
Aizhara Isabella de la Cruz, Accounting
Ben K. Delay, Finance, Management Systems
Kevin Asuncion Diego, Accounting
Alice Luoyan Guan, Finance
Carl J. Dunlap, Marketing
Maria Andreea Ene, Information Systems, Finance

THE INFORMATION SCHOOL

LEMON TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by
Dean Adrian D. Kye

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATICS

Mourad Abdelsalam Heddaya, Computer Science

ROSE TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by
Dean Lisa J. Graumlich

BACHELOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Pierce B. Meseke, Conservation Biology
Sarah Maas Monsrud, Conservation Biology
Morgen B. Meseke, Conservation Biology
Colin W. Rhodes, Conservation Biology
Nathan C. Schneid, Conservation Biology
Landon Spaw, Conservation Biology
Nathan Lee Thomas, Conservation Biology
Bac Hoang Tran, Conservation Biology
Muyuran Tu, Conservation Biology

COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT

GOLDEN YELLOW TASSEL

RUSSET TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by
Dean Lisa J. Graumlich

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Megan Renee Ellis, Environmental Science and Terrestrial Resource Management

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Katie Rose Spires, Environmental Studies, With Honors in Environmental Studies
Heather Nicole Schronce, Environmental Studies
Jia Hui Huang, Environmental Science
Madeline Eve Eppel, Environmental Studies
Dean Lisa J. Graumlich, Environmental Studies

MICHAEL G. FOSTER
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

ROYAL BLUE TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by
Ori & Janet Smith Dean Frank Hodge

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Kainara Abramchuk, Marketing
Joshua Paul Aker, Marketing
Khalil Payam Al Mohany, Human Resources
Nikki Aminpour, Accounting
Kwassi Dzomo, Entrepreneurship
Samah Baatarchuul, Finance
River Roosevelt Baker, Finance
Christopher James Beadlin, Information Systems
Maria Bessouova, Accounting, Information Systems
Ruan Alexander Bohoros, Finance, Information Systems
Tirzah D. Boyle
Kilian Briendard, Operations and Supply Chain Management, Information Systems
Mary Katerina Cardone, Information Systems
Calvin Guan Lin Chian, Information Systems
Firdaus Chekurion, Human Resources Management
Evan Yee-Fung Choi, Finance
Isabella Elisa Lopez, Information Systems
Jenni Xiaojie Liu, Information Systems
Consuelo Hsiao Chi Juan, Human Resources Management
Jason Robert Crandall, Accounting
Kathryn Calyce Czyzewski, Accounting, Information Systems
Josephine Meng Dang, Finance, Information Systems
Aizhara Isabella de la Cruz, Accounting
Ben K. Delay, Finance, Management Systems
Kevin Asuncion Diego, Accounting
Alice Luoyan Guan, Finance
Carl J. Dunlap, Marketing
Maria Andreea Ene, Information Systems, Finance

THE INFORMATION SCHOOL

LEMON TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by
Dean Adrian D. Kye

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATICS

Mourad Abdelsalam Heddaya, Computer Science

ROSE TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by
Dean Lisa J. Graumlich

BACHELOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Pierce B. Meseke, Conservation Biology
Sarah Maas Monsrud, Conservation Biology
Morgen B. Meseke, Conservation Biology
Colin W. Rhodes, Conservation Biology
Nathan C. Schneid, Conservation Biology
Landon Spaw, Conservation Biology
Nathan Lee Thomas, Conservation Biology
Bac Hoang Tran, Conservation Biology
Muyuran Tu, Conservation Biology

COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT

GOLDEN YELLOW TASSEL

RUSSET TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by
Dean Lisa J. Graumlich

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Megan Esther Judith Bowers, Public-Global Health
Shelby Somers Carlander, Environmental Health
Logan Thompson Jones, Environmental Health
Gabrielle B. Degraeve, Public-Global Health
Emile C. Donato, Public-Global Health
Juliet Marah Lopez, Environmental Health
Sophia Myers Orlando, Public-Global Health
Marcus Brandon Cerrillo, Public-Global Health

BACHELOR OF CLINICAL HEALTH SERVICES

Pearl Margaret Churchill, Samuel Paul Debaur

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Talon Jayne Afman, Public-Global Health
Nicholas Connor Barady, Public-Global Health
Thaddeus Thi Bai, Public-Global Health
Mary Joan Castro, Public-Global Health
Mason Brandt Cerrillo, Public-Global Health

BACHELOR OF CLINICAL HEALTH SERVICES

Pearl Margaret Churchill, Samuel Paul Debaur
Baccalaureate Degrees

Following is a list of individuals granted baccalaureate degrees in spring 2020.*

* This is a preliminary list. Some students will not have completed their degree requirements in June as planned.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Simone Ohn</td>
<td>Anthropology, Medical Anthropology and Global Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie W. Yin Chen</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Cheng-Chang</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Ellen Chang</td>
<td>Anthropology, Medical Anthropology and Global Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Ang Bongchang</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Chang</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Vincent Chapman</td>
<td>Integrated Social Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eden Claire Chapman</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivian Chuang</td>
<td>English, With Honors in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man Ho Chu</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renzo Mauricio Chavez</td>
<td>Mathematics, Teacher Preparation, Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Chavez</td>
<td>Law, Societies, and Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Paul L. Jetsetts</td>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Zhong Chen</td>
<td>International Studies: Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Chen</td>
<td>Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brock Chen</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheng J. Chen</td>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Choi</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yue Chen</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobi Jeneel Chen</td>
<td>Anthropology, Medical Anthropology and Global Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tai-Hsun Chen, Art History</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xin Chen</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xueyi Chen</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Alcozar Chen</td>
<td>Anthropology, Medical Anthropology and Global Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sida Inghram Chiu</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priscilla Odilea Chang</td>
<td>Anthropology, Medical Anthropology and Global Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etapa jov Chirahuo</td>
<td>Law, Societies, and Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela D. Cho</td>
<td>International Studies: General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew D. Cho</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Sung Cho</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhuy Chou</td>
<td>History, With Honors in History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Josh Yu</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Uchon Chiu</td>
<td>Law, Societies, and Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnathan Chiu, Political</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonor Gabriel Chiodo</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Anthony Chmielewski</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana Luna, Lauren Christiansen</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazzmin E. Christman</td>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li-Hui Chu</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwan Ata Choi, English</td>
<td>Honors in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Yunjing Chen</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Lauren Christiansen</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Y. Chau, Political</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao Yuting Chen</td>
<td>History, With Honors in History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivian C. Chau, Interdisciplinary Visual Arts: Comparative Literature</td>
<td>Cinema Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eva Chau</td>
<td>Asian American Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah H. Chau, Chua</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander James Clark</td>
<td>History, With Honors in History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April Taylor Clark</td>
<td>Comparative History of Ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Jeanne Clark</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheila Andre Cruz Clemente</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriana Xu Qiong Clifton</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owen Samuel Clowers</td>
<td>History, Classics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle Anne Coeulee</td>
<td>International Studies: General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles William Collard</td>
<td>History, With Honors in History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith Sarah Costroh</td>
<td>Anthropology, Medical Anthropology and Global Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Michael K. Cohen</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Jacqueline Cohen</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Alex Cohen</td>
<td>Cinema and Media Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Rose Coke, Law, and Justice</td>
<td>Political Science, With Honors in Law, Societies, and Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Colin Denton</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Ann Cole</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiite Nicole Coleman</td>
<td>Law, Societies, and Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Chapman</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel Philip Collins</td>
<td>International Studies: General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebekah L. Collins</td>
<td>Law, Societies, and Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin James Han Coomer</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Morgan Commons</td>
<td>Law, Societies, and Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aokin Mayer Conrad</td>
<td>International Studies: General, With Interdisciplinary Honors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Elizabeth Cooper</td>
<td>Art, With Honors in Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Thomas Cooper</td>
<td>English, With Honors in Interdisciplinary Honors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Cooper</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Frances Cooper</td>
<td>Education, Communities, and Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Walter Cordova Barriga</td>
<td>Anthropology, Medical Anthropology and Global Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chizara Nicola Corning</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Miles</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Alexandra Correa</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiara Elizabeth Cowan</td>
<td>International Studies: Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sienna Rose Craig</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owen Cranwell, English</td>
<td>Creative Writing, With Honors in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Anne Louise Crawford</td>
<td>Anthropology, Medical Anthropology and Global Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda K. Giesler, Geography</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Crede Trujillo</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azaren Grew, Communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savelia Nguyen, Communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Pearsonnz Ross, Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Jean Ross, Biology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tania D. Murray, Law, Societies, and Justice</td>
<td>English, With Honors in Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Giang Daly</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell H. Dannemiller, English</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent Patel Davis, Communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowell Marcus Danao, Law, Societies, and Justice</td>
<td>English, With Honors in Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony V. Dang, Biology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Dang, Communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler J. Daniel, Japanese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliver Nelson, Political Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dmajia Auston Davidson, Anthropology and Global Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor Charles Cunningham, International Studies: General</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne C. Dahl, Gender, Women, and Sexuality</td>
<td>Science, With Honors in Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella May Dahl, Communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamiir Murray Dahl, Law, Societies, and Justice</td>
<td>English, With Honors in Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chistu D. Eke, Biochemistry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiangting Dai, English</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Giang Daly</td>
<td>English, With Honors in Interdisciplinary Honors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Sean Donnelly, Biochemistry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ava Isabela Dore, Communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kira Breann Greer, Philosophy</td>
<td>Science, With Honors in Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Shin An-Dar Tong, Biology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aidan Miles Drake, Mathematics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian James Dzyadkins, Political Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qian Dun, Psychology, Education, Communities, and Organizations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We Dun, Economics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Duan Castillo, Political Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Mikesen, Politics, Science, Political Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamila Rae Duell, American Ethnic Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Calvillo Duane, International Studies: General</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffin Richard Duggan, Communication, With Interdisciplinary Honors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael G. Bickford, Anthropology, Medical Anthropology and Global Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Baccalaureate Degrees

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Candidates will be presented by

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Candidates will be presented by

Asociate Dean Sara Kim

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE

Michael Scott Angus
Jessica Yedon Gao
Joanna Bojarski
Kate M. Borrero
Stefanie Cate-
Salvatore
Savannah C. Carmack
Michelle Huynh
Chang
Julie Bourn Cheng
Kaitlin Emily Chare

Green Tassel

Candidates will be presented by

SALMON PINK TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by

Dean Hilary Godwin

Public Health-Global Health

Jemimah Manahan Caoagdan,
Janette Campos,
Sophia Rose Anderson-Kundig,
Yomna H. Anan,

Education and Promotion

Lori Astrid Hug

Rachelle Harrison

Robert James Gleason III

Maryann Njoki Githinji

Cordelia Jane Franklin,
Adaeze Vivian Iwuoha
Aaliyah Ismail

Jasmine Y. Hn

Gretchen Ida Chase
McKenna Sue Christian
Cheryl Clark
Angela Dizon Dela Cruz
Jonathan David Dickson
Georgia Eve Downey, With Honors
Laura Easton
John Walter Ethri
Keith Ferguson
Kristina J. Flanagan
Cordelia Jane Franklin, With Honors
Maryam Naja Gahring
Robert James Gleason III
Rochelle Champion
Kolly Renee Hedlin
Cara Ann Gray Helmer, With Honors
Kimberly Kapust
Alyshah Ismail
Lauren Jiedekoh, With Honors
Cassandra Nicole Kannschnicke, With Honors
Ruth Young Seung-Kang
Allison Kipper
Gretchen K. Kordos
Eric Tal Lao, With Honors
Kylee Kasee Lee, With Honors
Nicole J. Lee
Rachel S. Lee
Candice M. Leible
Aishat Oloweyemi
Hannah Marie Milligan, With Honors
Emily Most
Lori Munro
Wei Na
Laura Ann Nay, With Honors
Ma Noelle Parish
Cindy S. Gra, With Honors
Vinod Richard-Webber
Karen Addie Riley
Jillian Rae Razo
Aordon Rodriguez Garza
Monica Lactasan Santos, With Honors
Stephanie Lyn Scheppele
Julie Anna Schultz
Victor Sharma, With Honors
Cameron Grace Sheppard
Ashley Breanne Starnes
Madeleine Stein
Jing Grace Sun
Lauren Ann Swiny
Maria C. Torres
Gyuhyi Phung Tran-Thien
Makaya Dominguez Valdez
Emily Austell Winstead
Korean James Welch
Bryan Mari Watanabe
Michael Patrick Weidner

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Candidates will be presented by

Dean Hilary Godwin

Public Health-Global Health

Abigail Rose Mendoza,
Darby Joanne Munger,

William I. Hamilton

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Ladan Hassan Abdi,
Public Health-Global Health
Kareem Alkhalil, Public Health-Global Health
Luis V. Aceves, Public Health-Global Health
Baylor J. Aggen, Public Health-Global Health
Kamrosee Lorrietta Raye Alcara, Food Systems,
Nourishment, and Health
Pamela Ann Alms, Public Health-Global Health
Yomna H. Auran, Public Health-Global Health:
Education and Promotion
Sophia Rose Anderson-Kundig, Public Health-
Global Health
Katharine Claire Boom-Dooley, Public Health-
Global Health, With Honors in Public Health-Global
Global Health
Rebecca Rajesh Bulchand-Shraduni, Public Health-
Global Health
Isabel Evelyn, Public Health-Global Health
Janett Campos, Public Health-Global Health:
Emerald Marla Cahoon, Public Health-Global
Global Health
Christian Thomas Carmem, Public Health-Global
Global Health
Anne K. Carpenter, Public Health-Global Health
Piper G. Casey, Public Health-Global Health
Rachel Keok Chan, Public Health-Global Health
Carolyn Christensen, Foods Systems, Nutrition,
and Health
Dasong Young, Foods Systems, Nutrition,
and Health
Lily Socksee Chugston, Public Health-Global
Health
Morea Frances Daley, Foods Systems, Nutrition,
and Health
Andrea Mia Dei, Public Health-Global Health
Molly Lane Evans, Foods Systems, Nutrition,
and Health
Elena Durghadam Fazel, Foods Systems, Nutrition,
and Health: Honor Angelica Fettrot, Public Health-
Global Health
Meghan Elisabeth Frisch, Public Health-Global
Health, With Interdisciplinary Honors
Alison Frugue, Public Health-Global Health
Kaylee Nicole Fuchs, Public Health-Global Health
Celeste Naomi Garcia, Public Health-Global
Health
Michael Garcia, Public Health-Global Health
Yessenia Gabriela Garcia, Public Health-Global
Health
Cario Dice Gatmen, Foods Systems, Nutrition,
and Health
Angela Mejino Gavarao, Public Health-Global
Health
Betelhem Melehan Ghebretinsse, Public Health-
Global Health
Rachel C. Goodall, Foods Systems, Nutrition,
and Health
Elizabeth McKay Hafferkamp, Public Health-
Global Health
Stanz Gracey, Public Health-Global Health
Quenton Hazen, Foods Systems, Nutrition,
and Health
Mari-Loni Lashae’ Henson, Public Health-Global
Health
Jessica Hin, Public Health-Global Health
Ewayk Holland, Foods Systems, Nutrition,
and Health
Darwin Victteay Hoy, Public Health-Global Health:
Education and Promotion
Kye Yu Hsueh, Foods Systems, Nutrition,
and Health
Betty J. Ping Huang, Public Health-Global Health
Yasmin S. Ibrahim, Public Health-Global Health
Magnus Jm, Public Health-Global Health
Tashe Marie Jones, Public Health-Global Health
Tereace Tyri Jones, Public Health-Global Health:
American Ethnic Studies
Zina Jums, Public Health-Global Health
Joan-Gunn Kim, Public Health-Global Health
Kent Yuuki Kito, Public Health-Global Health
Lyndsay Marie Kovacich, Public Health-Global
Health
Emily Kwang, Foods Systems, Nutrition,
and Health
Wayne Kwang, Foods Systems, Nutrition,
and Health
Peng J. Lai, Public Health-Global Health
Nicole Elizabeth Lazer, Foods System, Nutrition,
and Health
Billy Lee, Foods System, Nutrition, and Health
Seo Hyun Lee, Foods System, Nutrition,
and Health
Jill Ann Leszynski, Foods Systems, Nutrition,
and Health
Eric Jim Systems, Nutrition, and Health
Brianista Kirsten Lincoln, Public Health-Global
Health: Nutrition
Justin R. Lowe, Public Health-Global Health:
Communication
Kimberly Niccol Loom, Foods System, Nutrition,
and Health
Mongz Ma, Foods System, Nutrition,
and Health
Loann May Racal Macapinlac,
Food Systems, Nutrition,
and Health
Loraine May Racal Macapinlac
Food Systems, Nutrition,
and Health
Samantha Rose Shaffer,
Public Health-Global Health

SCHOOL OF APRICOT TASSEL

Candidates will be presented by

Dean Azita Eranian

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Mesganaw Ochabnaic Abreham, With Honors
Saba A. Belay
Christina Boyce, With Honors
Alicia Hazlett Canare-Bressel
Sally Sierra Carroll, With Honors
Kelsey Arnette Castagnola, With Honors
Lindy Sue Chang

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Maryan Y. Abdi, Public Health-Global Health
Chinaza Favor Asunor, Public Health-Global
Health
Margarka A. Ankoudinova, Environmental Health
Hana Addisuu Arega, Public Health-Global Health
The University of Washington is proud to honor those who have served in the armed forces. Below is a list of veterans who are graduating.

**United States Air Force**

- Lee S. Childers
- Zach G. Cuda
- Amber L. Hickman
- Eduardo Marquez

**United States Army**

- Sanjeev Acharya
- Olivia Annestroy
- Tim A. Brooks
- Jeffrey A. Chin
- Lucas E. Coffey
- Kathy Eileen Currie
- Daniel Fong Ding
- Madeleine Marie Ilbin
- Adam C. Fulton
- Jennifer Ann Gordon
- Amber L. Hickman
- Michael Thomas Kenny
- Eduardo Marquez
- Dishawnn M. Newell
- Jared M. Nieder
- Brooke Robinson
- Jonathan D. Rowe
- Patrick A. Toffter

**United States Navy and United States Marine Corp**

- Tobias Apps
- Samuel K. Asare
- Jose L. Bistro
- Lee Shaila Childers
- Justin T. Clayton
- Alexander J. Crump
- Kathy Eileen Currie
- Daniel Fong Ding
- Joshua R. Dressen
- Carol M. Fisher
- Andrew H. Gutshall
- Alice E. D. Heier
- Jonathan D. Rowe
- Eduardo Marquez
- David J. Munro
- Kurt Nakamura
- Diane Katherine Sandvold
- Bryan Schroeder
- Chadwick Eugene Thresher

**United States Coast Guard**

- Justin Ryan Lounder
- Wu H. Pham
- Alejandro Rivas
- Lorin Dee Rowden

**Washington State National Guard**

- Daniel George Sullivan

**Commissions**

**United States Air Force**

- SPRING 2020
  - Brandon I. Beatty
  - Nicholas J. Beine
  - Robert H. Bennett
  - Jonathon M. Burberry
  - Philip G. Darby
  - Kathryn K. Davidson
  - Nicholas L. McAlister
  - Arlen S. Salgado
  - Gary N. Tran

- WINTER 2019
  - Torres Villegomez
  - Randy Ruatos

- SPRING 2020
  - Matthew G. Bierman
  - Jack W. Bowen
  - Ha Eun Choi
  - Lusito F. Deguzman
  - Al Zaghlul
  - Ian J. Guarino
  - Samuel H. Haity
  - Graham C. Harper
  - Vernon E. Johnson
  - Nicholas L. McKibber
  - Arlen S. Salgado
  - Gary N. Tran

**United States Army**

- WINTER 2019
  - Jonathan D. Rowe

- SPRING 2020
  - Tobias Apps
  - Samuel K. Asare
  - Jose L. Bistro
  - Lee Shaila Childers
  - Justin T. Clayton
  - Alexander J. Crump
  - Kathy Eileen Currie
  - Daniel Fong Ding
  - Joshua R. Dressen
  - Carol M. Fisher
  - Andrew H. Gutshall
  - Alice E. D. Heier
  - Jonathan D. Rowe
  - Eduardo Marquez
  - David J. Munro
  - Kurt Nakamura
  - Diane Katherine Sandvold
  - Bryan Schroeder
  - Chadwick Eugene Thresher

**United States Navy and United States Marine Corp**

- Ensign Sarah A. Rohan

- SPRING 2020
  - Ensign Godwin A. Cuebas
  - Ensign Justin A. Cunningham
  - Ensign Nicholas M. Hardwick
  - Ensign Jesse F. Hernandez
  - Ensign Michael L. Hinman
  - Ensign Nicholas T. Napier
  - Ensign Katie D. Parker
  - Ensign Ananda E. Sellmann
  - Ensign Avesta M. Shwamy
  - Ensign Mia M. Smyly
  - Ensign Owen M. Woolper

- WINTER 2020
  - 2nd Lieutenant Steven A. Dean USMC
  - 2nd Lieutenant John J. Fischer USMC
Rise up with pride for Washington
   For purple and for gold
From far and wide we meet as one
   As Huskies proud and bold

Chorus
Washington we hail to thee
   Honor, truth, integrity
Forever shine from lake to shore
   Your light upon us ever more.

Rise up with pride for Washington
   Together hand in hand
We will proclaim our loyalty
   In song throughout the land

Chorus
Washington we hail to thee
   Honor, truth, integrity
Forever shine from lake to shore
   Your light upon us ever more.